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I wish to thank the Chief Editor for inviting me to write the editorial of this
issue of Hong Kong Journal of Paediatrics (HKJP). As I am writing this editorial,
we are still in the midst of the CoVID-19 pandemic, and it is timely to have an
article in this issue in which colleagues from the Princess Margaret Hospital,
the first government-funded infectious disease centre in Hong Kong, have shared
their valuable experience in fighting the pandemic.1 Their experience sharing is
not only important to us in fighting the ongoing battle against CoVID-19, but
will also prove important for future generations to be better prepared for the
next epidemic or pandemic. Compared to one year ago when WHO just
announced CoVID-19 a pandemic, today we seem to see the light at the end of
the tunnel because of the availability of vaccines. Vaccination against CoVID19 has become the talk of the town. Almost everyone is asking, or is asked of.
Should I get a shot? Which one should I choose? Are there any risks? From the
perspective of a geneticist, there are now two main categories of CoVID-19
vaccines, one produced by traditional technology and the other by new genomic
technologies, the latter including one that delivers into the human body synthetic
mRNA molecules encoding the CoVID-19 antigen, and another that incorporates
CoVID-19 DNA in an adenovirus that acts as a vector. I am not here to provide a
simple answer as to which one is superior to the others, not to mention that I
really don't have a simple answer. But from the emergence of such RNA or
DNA vaccines, one cannot but realise that genetic and genomic technologies
have already infiltrated our lives, unknowingly, before the general public can
comprehend what they are, how they work, and what long term effects or side
effects they can bring about.
Undoubtedly, we are living in the genomic era. The applications of genetic and
genomic technologies can be seen everywhere, from the diagnosis of hereditary
disorders, providing guidance to the treatment of cancers and informing prognosis,
to the detection and prevention of CoVID-19. There are quite a few examples in
this issue of the HKJP, especially with respect to disease diagnosis. Qiao et al
studied the genetic defects of 32 Wilson disease patients in southern China and
identified ATP7B mutations that are particularly prevalent in this region.2 The
results provide valuable information for possible fine-tuning of molecular
diagnostic strategy in Wilson disease, particularly in places where next generation
sequencing platform is not readily available. Wang et al reported the clinical
course and the biochemical and genetic findings of four cases of infantile citrin
deficiency, another autosomal recessive inborn error of metabolism that is relatively
common in this locality, and highlighted the importance of early genetic testing
so as to inform prognosis and management.3 In one of the case reports, Poon et
al presented a case of alternating hemiplegia of childhood due to de novo
mutation of the ATP1A3 gene. 4 I congratulate the clinicians for this early
diagnosis because this disorder is so rare and the clinical presentation can mimic
other epileptic disorders. It requires astute clinical sense and prior knowledge
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of the disorder before one can confirm the diagnosis by
targeted analysis of the disease genes. In this day and age, it
is more likely and easier for clinicians to seek for whole
exome sequencing much earlier on. Liu et al published their
results of a genetic study on neonatal hearing loss.5 They
looked for a defined set of hearing loss-associated genetic
mutations using MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry in over
two hundred neonates who failed the neonatal hearing
screening and compared the findings with a control group.
Expectedly, the frequency of hearing-loss associated
genetic mutations is significantly higher in the hearing loss
group than in the control group. Besides providing
assistance in disease diagnosis and prognostication, the
application of genetics and genomics is increasingly
important in informing treatment options. In this issue,
Akin-Bali et al studied the somatic mutations involving the
RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK signaling pathway in paediatric
patients with leukaemia and detected genetic variants in over
90% of patients.6 Their findings have shed light on the
potential use of RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway inhibitors
in the treatment of high-risk leukaemia.
The pervasive applications of genetics and genomics
seen today, especially in the healthcare setting, are not
possible without the availability of the human reference
genome released in 2003 after the decade-long Human
Genome Project (HGP). Soon after the release of the human
reference genome, people foresaw that personalised
medicine would come into being. However, the first human
reference genome was only based on a few individuals. To
make personalised medicine possible, there is a long way
to go. First, we need to understand human genome variations,
particularly those present in our population, in relation to
health and disease. Our genome carries a lot of variations,
now estimated to be at least 0.5% between two randomly
picked individuals, both at the single nucleotide and
structural levels.7 It is these variations that make every human
being unique, but it is also these variations that confer
different disease susceptibilities to everyone. Thanks to other
post-HGP projects, like the 1000 Genomes Project, HapMap
Project, and countless disease specific genome-wide
association studies (GWAS), we had a glimpse of the
association between genotype and different diseases, but
personalised medicine is still a remote possibility. We
need genome sequencing endeavors of much larger scale.
With the advent of next generation sequencing technology
and its gradually decreasing cost, large-scale genome
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sequencing is both possible and affordable now. In the 2018
Policy Address, the Chief Executive announced that a
genome project, now known as the Hong Kong Genome
Project (HKGP), will be launched.8 It is a six-year research
project with a target of sequencing 50,000 genomes. The
genome data may provide immediate healthcare benefits
to a fraction of participants, in terms of more specific
diagnosis and new treatment options, but, more importantly,
it serves as a foundation for future genome researches that
might benefit the bigger local population, not just in terms
of personalised treatment of diseases, but also in terms of
personalised health promotion and prevention of disease. I
am excited to know that a lot of preparations are in progress
and patient recruitment will commence soon in the middle
of this year. This will be an important milestone in the
healthcare system of Hong Kong. We used to say HGP
provided the blueprint of mankind. Now, with the HKGP to
be kick-started shortly, I look forward to a blueprint that
belongs to Hongkongers.

IFM LO
Guest Editor
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Original Article
Genetic Analysis of Wilson Disease in South China: Hotspots
and One Novel Mutation in ATP7B
Z QIAO, G ZHOU, M JIANG
Abstract

Objectives: Wilson disease (WD), also known as hepato-lenticular degeneration, is an autosomal recessive
inherited disorder of copper metabolism. The gene responsible for WD is located on chromosome 13 at
13q14.3, which encodes copper transporter P-type ATPase, namely ATP7B. Mutation of ATP7B is a
genetic signal of highly risk suffering from WD. Here, we aim to analyse the hotspot of ATP7B mutations
in WD patients from South China using Sanger sequencing. Methods: In this study, 50 healthy individuals
and 32 identified WD patients were enrolled, who manifested with abnormal hepatic function including
increased Alanine Transaminase (ALT) or Aspartate Transaminase (AST), and/or dyskinesia. The genomic
locus of ATP7B of these patients were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), then sequenced via
Sanger sequencing. Results: Genetic variations were found in all patients, including 17 mutations and
nine SNPs, one of which (c.1757T>A) is novel. The most frequent mutations were P.778R>L (22.5%),
P.770L>L (17.5%), and P.935T>M (10.0%). These mutations were mainly clustered in the exon 5, 8,
12, and 13 of ATP7B. Conclusions: Based on Sanger sequencing of ATP7B in this study, p.778R>L
mutation clustered in the CU channel transmembrane domain consisted over 50% of ATP7B mutations,
suggesting hotspots in South China and supplying a suitable strategy focusing on this hotspot for ATP7B
screening in South China WD patients. The newly identified mutation, c.1757T>A, is deleterious based
on an array of predictions and highly conserved upon comparison among different species. Furthermore,
the c.1757T>A is classified as likely pathogenic variant according to American College of Medical
Genetics (ACMG) guidelines (2015 Edition).
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Introduction
Wilson disease (WD), also known as hepatolenticular
degeneration that was first reported by Kinnear Wilson in
1912,1 is an autosomal recessive inherited disorder of
copper metabolism. WD is characterised by impaired
synthesis of copper chaperonin leading to lower
ceruloplasmin concentration, 2 resulting in copper
excessive accumulation in organs like liver, brain, cornea,
and kidney, thus, leading to a series of complex clinical
manifestations, such as acute or chronic hepatitis, liver
cirrhosis, hepatic failure, dyskinesia, neuro-psychiatric
symptoms, and Kayser-Fleischer corneal ring (K-F ring).3-6
WD is caused by mutations in the ATP7B gene,
discovered in 1993, which encodes the copper-specific
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transporting P-type ATPase and the gene is located on the
chromosome 13 at 13q14. The ATP7B is consisted of 21
exons and 20 introns, nearly 7.5 kb in size, encoding a
1465 amino acid-protein that comprises of six copperbinding domains (exons 2-5), eight transmembrane
domains of copper channel (exons 6-8, 12-13,19-20), and
the ATP-binding domain (exons 10-11,14-18).7,8
The widely accepted incidence of WD is about
1/30 000 worldwide, which is higher in China and Japan
(about 1/10 000),9,10 with an estimated carrier frequency
of 1/90. This incidence rate was at least partly based on
assumption and calculation, and has been questioned.
To date, over 500 mutations have been found in the
ATP7B gene, and distribution of the mutations differs
among various ethnic groups. 11,12 The mutations are
scattered throughout within ATP7B gene, however some
hotspots were reported to be varied in different populations.
For example, the first hotspot in Europeans and North
Americans was identified in exon 14, p.His1069Gln.13,14
In some Asian countries, such as Korean and Japan, the first
hotspot lies in exon eight, p. Arg778Leu.15,16 More than
100 of these mutations were identified in Chinese
populations, characterised by a few hotspot mutations and
a variety of rare mutations, with a high genetic
heterogeneity and a large variation in prevalence according
to the geographic distribution and ethnic background.17
Previous studies had shown that hotspot mutations for some
Chinese populations mainly clustered in exons eight with
p. Arg778Leu.18,19 In this study, Sanger sequencing was used
to identify the mutation spectrum in South Chinese
population to investigate hotspot mutation that could
facilitate diagnosis confirmation genetically.

Materials and Methods

regarding with the Declaration of Helsinki and ratified by
the Ethics Committee of Wenzhou Medical University.
DNA Extraction

We used a salt precipitation and extraction method to
extract genomic DNA from peripheral blood samples. In
brief, two ml venous blood was extracted into
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) sample tube and
the genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood
leukocytes using the standard phenol/chloroform
extraction protocol.
PCR and Sanger Sequencing

All the exons and intron/exon boundaries of ATP7B
genes were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR),
using a set of twenty-five primer pairs designed before.20
PCR was performed using GoTaq Green Master Mix
(Promega) with 100 ng of genomic DNA in a mix
containing 10 pmol of each primer, 12.5 µl of 2×GoTaq
Green Master mix in a total volume of 25 µl. The
thermocycle programme consisted of an initial
denaturation at 94ºC for five min, followed by 35 cycles
at 94ºC for 30 s, 56ºC for 30 s and 72ºC for 30 s, with a
final extension at 72ºC for five min. The size and quantity
of PCR products were verified by electrophoresis in 2%
(w/v) agarose gel. Then the PCR products were sequenced
on an ABI PRISM 3730 DNA Sequencer.
Prediction of the Virulence of Gene Mutation

Three bioinformatics software that contains
polymorphism phenotyping (PolyPhen)-2 (http://genetics.
bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/), sorting intolerant from tolerant
(SIFT) (http://sift.jcvi.org/) and Taster Mutation
(http://www.mutationtaster.org/) were used to predict the
virulence of mutations in ATP7B.

Patients

A total of 32 identified WD patients were analyzed,
ranging from 2 to 30 years old, consisted of 71.5% males
and 28.5% females. All WD patients were diagnosed and
treated at the second affiliated hospital of Wenzhou
Medical University among the year of 2010-2017.
Diagnosis of WD was based on clinical symptoms,
including hepatic dysfunction, and/or typical neurological
symptoms, or the presence of Kayser-Fleischer ring, and
biochemical parameters, such as low serum ceruloplasmin
(<0.2 g/l) and high level of urinary copper (>100 µg/24h).9
Fifty healthy local individuals were enrolled as controls.
All patients were provided written informed consent in

Results
Identification of Genetic Variants

All of the exons and intron/exon boundaries of ATP7B
genes were amplified by PCR and sequenced for mutation.
A total of 26 genetic variations, including 17 mutations
(12 missense mutations, two synonymous mutations, two
splicing mutations and one deletion) and nine SNPs, were
identified (Tables 1 and 2). All the mutations were
heterozygous. Among those mutations, we found one
missense mutation (c.1757T>A) was novel (Figure 1) after
a search in a series of databases, including the 1000
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Analysis of ATP7B mutations and prediction of the functional effects of the mutation

NT change

AA change

Location

Mutation

Functional

type

region

PROVEAN

PolyPhen-2

Allele

Prediction score

Allele

count Freq %

c.1708-1G>C

IVS5-1

Splicing

MBD6

NA

NA

NA

1

1.56

c.1708-5G>C

IVS5-5

Splicing

MBD6

NA

NA

NA

1

1.56

c.3799delG

Exon18

Deletion

ATP hinge

NA

NA

NA

1

1.56

c.1351G>A

p.451G>S

Exon3

Missense

MBD5

Neutral

Benign

0.004

1

1.56

c.1757T>A*

p.586L>H

Exon5

Missense

MBD6

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

1

1.56

c.1857C>A

p.619I>I

Exon5

Synonymous

MBD6

MBD6

NA

NA

2

3.12

c.2294A>G

p.765D>G

Exon8

Missense

Tm4

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

1

1.56

c.2306T>C

p.769M>T

Exon8

Missense

Tm4

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

1

1.56

c.2310C>G

p.770L>L

Exon8

Synonymous

NA

NA

NA

NA

7

10.92

c.2333G>T

P.778R>L

Exon8

Missense

Tm4

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

9

14.04

c.2621C>T

p.874A>V

Exon11

Missense

ATPase

Deleterious

Possible damaging

0.832

1

1.56

c.2755C>G

p.919R>G

Exon12

Missense

Tm5

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

1

1.56

c.2804C>T

p.935T>M

Exon12

Missense

Tm5

Deleterious

Possible damaging

0.832

4

6.24

c.2828G>A

p.943G>D

Exon12

Missense

Tm5

Deleterious

Possible damaging

0.832

1

1.56

c.2930C>T

p.977T>M

Exon13

Missense

Ch/Tm6

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

2

3.12

c.2975C>T

p.992P>L

Exon13

Missense

Ch/Tm6

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

4

6.24

c.3960G>C

p.1320R>S

Exon19

Missense

Tm7

Deleterious

Probably damaging

1.000

1

1.56

Abbreviations: AA, amino acid; ATPase, copper-(or silver)-translocating P-type ATPase segment; MBD, mental-binding domain; Ch, ion channel region;
Tm, transmembrane segment.
*Represent newly discovered mutations.

Genome, dbSNPs (v130), Wilson disease Mutation
Database, and HapMap. No mutations were found in the
healthy control group.
Prediction of Functional Virulence Caused by ATP7B
Mutations

We combined PolyPhen-2, SIFT, and Taster Mutation
to predict the effects of the missense mutations on ATP7B
function. Results showed that all of the missense mutations
were deleterious except c.1351G>A, which was calculated
as a benign one. Two synonymous mutations (c.1857C>A
and c.2310C>G) were considered as polymorphic
variations. The deletion mutation, c.3799delG, would lead
to frame shift or PTC-further downstream change, which
was predicted to be deleterious according the Taster
Mutation prediction. The splicing mutations, c.1708-1G>
C, first reported by Thomas, 13 was predicted as a
'pathogenic variant'. The splicing mutation, c.1708-5T>G,
first reported by Norikazu Shimizu,20 was predicted as
'variants with uncertain significance'. Particularly, the novel
missense mutation, c.1757T>A, a heterozygous mutation

in exon five, was identified in this study as a diseasecausing mutation predicted by all three software. This
mutation would lead to the replacement of a highly
conserved Leucine with a Histidine at the 586 amino acid
position (p. L586H) (Figure 2), which is deleterious for
the last copper-binding domain.

Table 2

Information of ATP7B SNPs

SNP
c.-123_-119dupCGCCG

RS-ID

Location 1000G Freq

rs148013251

5'UTR

C=0.3704

c.1543-93A>C

rs3742288

Intron2

G=0.3776

c.1707-53A>C

rs2147363

Intron3

T=0.3882

c.2448-25G>A

rs9526811

Intron9

T=0.3069

c.3903+6C>T

rs2282057

Intron18

G=0.4982

c.1216T>G

rs1801243

Exon2

C=0.3762

c.1366G>C

rs1801244

Exon3

G=0.3770

c.2495A>G

rs1061472

Exon10

C=0.4976

c.2855G>A

rs732774

Exon12

T=0.4690
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Discussion
WD is a life threatening autosomal recessive disorder,
caused by abnormal copper metabolism. However, early
diagnosis and effective therapy can prevent disease
progression and minimise injuries to the organs, including
liver, brain, cornea.21,22 To date, the diagnosis of WD is
mainly based on typical clinical manifestations and
laboratory findings, including decreasing concentration of
ceruloplasmin. Nevertheless, the clinical manifestations
of WD are extraordinarily diverse and atypical, so that
establishing timely diagnosis based on clinical
manifestations is not easy, especially in adolescent
patients.21,23 As to the ceruloplasmin, which is commonly
used as a serum marker for WD, is a kind of positive acute
phase reactant in nature. In the case of acute inflammation,
the ceruloplasmin concentration would increase, which
might sometime be mislead when the WD patients
undergoing infection. On the other hand, the concentration
of ceruloplasmin will be declined in chronic liver disease,
which will also be troublesome in diagnosing WD patients
along with chronic liver disease. Therefore, genetic

confirmation of WD diagnosis is necessary, which would
be facilitated with hotspot in the ATP7B.
In this study, 16 known mutations and one novel ATP7B
mutation (p. L586H) were found in those patients from South
China. The mutations were mainly clustered in exons 8 (25%),
12 (18.7%), 4 (12.5%), 5 (12.5%), and 13 (12.5%), the same
as previous results from North China. 19,24 However,
P.778A>L was not detected in this study, though this
mutation was recognised as the most frequent mutation in
Chinese population. 24 Meanwhile, 50% (8/16) of the
mutations happened to CU channel transmembrane domain,
indicating a hotspot region for genetic screening of WD
diagnosis in South China.
Interestingly, the mutation c.2310C>G and c.2333G>
T as a unit, comprised 18.7% of the mutations in these
WD patients, indicating these two mutations might act on
ATP7B in the manner of cis-action (Table 3). In this study,
p.778R>L showed the highest allele frequency (Table 1),
indicating a hotspot for genetic confirmation of WD.
The newly identified mutation p.586L>H, not found in
the 50 healthy individuals meaning <1% allele frequency,
is a missense mutation existing in exon five, affecting the

Note: The mutations detected in this study. The novel one identified in this study was indicated in red letters.

Figure 1

Mutations in the different domains of the ATP7B gene.

Figure 2

Sequencing diagram of the new mutation.
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Informations for patients with WD

No Gender

Age
(year)

CER
(mg/dl)

CU
(umol/l)

K-Fring

Manifestation

Mutations
classification

ACMG of
the variants

Literatures

c.1757T>A
c.2310C>G
c.2333G>T
c.1857C>A
c.2310C>G
c.2333G>T
c.3799delG
c.1857C>A
c.2306T>C
c.2306T>C
c.2310C>G
c.2333G>T
c.2755C>G
c.2828G>A
c.2294A>G
c.2333G>T
c.2975C>T
c.1857C>A
c.2804C>T
c.2310C>G
c.2333G>T
c.3960G>C
c.2294A>G
c.2310C>G
c.2333G>T

PM1
BA1
PM1
BP7
BA1
PM1
PM4
BP7
PM1
PM1
BA1
PM1
PM1, PM4
PM1, PM4
PM1, PM4
PM1
PM4
BP7
PM1
BA1
PM1
PM4
PM1, PM4
BA1
PM1

This study
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.11
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.11
Ref.7
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.11
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.11
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.7

1

Male

5

8.8

6.8

None

Liver ribs 3.0 cm

2
3

Female
Female

13
3

9.7
8.0

8.9
7.6

Yes
Yes

Liver ribs 2.0 cm
Liver ribs 2.0 cm

4
5
6

Male
Female
Male

2
7
12

2.6
6.8
8.8

8.9
8.4
8.9

None
Yes
None

Liver ribs 1.0 cm
Liver ribs 4.0 cm
Liver ribs 2.0 cm

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female

3
16
8
11
4
16
15

4.8
4.5
7.2
<2.0
3.3
2.4
<2.0

8.0
10.0
11.3
6.1
14.9
11.0
8.8

None
None
Yes
Yes
None
None
None

Liver Not touched
Liver Not touched
Liver cirrhosis
Liver ribs 1.0 cm
Liver ribs 1.0 cm
Liver ribs 2.0 cm
Liver ribs 1.5 cm

14

Male

5

4.0

10.0

None

Liver ribs 2.0 cm

15

Male

19

<2.0

10.1

Yes

16

Male

28

4.1

14.3

None

Liver Not touched
Limb tremor
Erectile dysfunction
Liver cirrhosis

17

Male

26

2.2

11.0

None

Liver Not touched

18
19

Male
Female

2
3

2.6
4.1

8.9
11.6

None
None

Liver ribs 1.0 cm
Liver Not touched

20

Female

4

9.7

15.0

None

Liver ribs 1.0 cm

21

Male

21

3.6

6.8

None

Liver ribs 1.0 cm

22
23
24

Male
Male
Male

10
6
30

8.0
5.8
4.0

10.1
9.7
11.5

None
None
Yes

Liver ribs 1.0 cm
Liver Not touched
Liver ribs 1.5 cm

25

Male

9

<2.0

10.1

None

Liver Not touched

26
27
28
29
30

Male
Female
Male
Female
Male

2
3
5
8
9

4.0
7.6
14.0
13.5
4.1

8.1
10.1
6.8
8.8
9.0

None
None
None
None
Yes

31

Male

14

3.0

7.9

Yes

32

Male

11

3.8

8.9

None

Liver Not touched
Liver Not touched
Liver Not touched
Liver Not touched
Liver ribs 1.0 cm
Liver cirrhosis
Haematuria
Liver ribs 1.5 cm
Ataxia
Aphasia
Liver ribs 2.0 cm

c.1351G>A
BP4
c.2930C>T
PM4
c.2975C>T
PM4
c.2310C>G
BA1
c.2333G>T
PM1
c.2828G>A
PM1, PM4
c.2804C>T
PM1
c.2975C>T
PM4
c.2310C>G
BA1
c.2333G>T
PM1
c.2930C>T
PM4
c.2975C>T
PM4
c.3960G>C
PM4
c.1708-3G>C
BP4
c.2621C>T
PM4
c.2333G>T
PM1
c.2804C>T
PM1
c.-123_-119dupCGCCG
PM4
c.-123_-119dupCGCCG
PM4
c.2755C>G
PM1, PM4
c.1751G>A
PM1
c.2621C>T
PM4
c.1708-5G>C
BP4
c.-123_-119dupCGCCG
PM4

Ref.11
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.11
Ref.8
Ref.11
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.7
Ref.7
Ref.11
Ref.7
Ref.8
Ref.8
Ref.7

c.2294A>G

PM1, PM4

Ref.8

c.2306T>C

PM1

Ref.7

Reference range: CER, 19-67mg/dl; CU level, 11.8-39.3 umol/l.
According to ACMG, PM1-PM6 refers to moderate evidence for pathogenicity; BA1 refers to alone evidence for benign impact; BP1-BP7 refers to
supporting evidence of benign impact.
Ref. refers to Reference attached at the end of the paper.
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5.
6.

7.

8.

Figure 3
Multiple-sequence alignment in ATP7B from different
species revealed that codon 586 was located within a highly
conserved region.

9.

10.

CU binding domain, which was predicted as deleterious.
The 586 amino acid is a highly conserved region when
compared between human and other species, indicating an
indispensable impact on ATP7B function (Figure 3).
In summary, we recommend that sequencing of the CU
channel binding domain of ATP7B in genetic screening
for WD patients, which cover over 50% in south China.
And the mutation p.778R>L might also serve as a hotspot
for genetic confirmation of WD. The newly identified
mutation, p.586L>H, is an addition for the genetic mutation
base of WD.

11.
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Comprehensive Mutation Analysis of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
Pathway in Paediatric Leukaemia and Significant Inferences
DF AKIN-BALI, SH AKTAS, A OZCAN, E YILMAZ, F AYDIN, V GöK, E ÜNAL, M KARAKÜKçÜ
Abstract

Objectives: Leukaemia is the most common cancer among paediatric population accounting for about
30% of paediatric cancer. As it's known, germ line mutations increase the risk of development of
haematopoietic malignancy in childhood and deregulation of the Rat Sarcoma Viral Proto-Oncogene/
Raf-1 Proto-Oncogene/Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinases/Extracellular Regulated Kinases (RAS/RAF/
MEK/ERK) pathway is often caused by somatic mutations in the genes coding proteins of KRAS, NRAS,
FLT3, PTPN11 and BRAF. However, mutations in this pathway in paediatric Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukaemia (ALL) have not been thoroughly investigated, yet. Methods: Specific exons of 7 significant
genes which were frequently mutated in the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway were determined inclusively
by DNA sequence analysis in 27 children with leukaemia. PolyPhen-2 and SNAP tools were used to
verify and estimate the determined changes. Also, evolutionary conservation analysis was performed.
Results: Seven changes out of 22 changes were identified for the first time in this study. ERK2 p.P319S
(18.5%) mutation and KRAS splice site mutation (3.7%) were predicted to be pathogenic. ERK2
p.P319S mutations was found to be pathogenic and at the critical point on the aminoacid which is
evalutionary conserved. Although the frequency of mutations in ERK2 is very low in cancers (0.88%),
the frequency of ERK2 p.P319S missense change was detected in our study at a significant rate such as
18.5%. Conclusion: There is limited knowledge about ERK inhibitors in leukaemia. The low frequency
of ERK gene compared to KRAS and NRAS genes does not make ERK mutations less important. Our
findings indicate the importance of this pathway mutations in paediatric ALL and associated with high
risk leukaemia group characteristics. Hence, it can be evaluated as a signalisation pathway to target
pharmacologically.
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RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK Pathway Mutations in Paediatric Leukaemia

Introduction

Material and Methods

Leukaemia is polygenic, multifactorial, complex, and
heterogeneous disease as other cancer types.1-4 Especially,
significant progress has been made in understanding the
genetic background of paediatric leukaemia in recent years.
As a result of genome-wide profilling studies, a considerable
number of commonly mutated cellular pathway were
identified; which were involved in lymphoid and myeloid
lineages, tumour suppression, cytokine receptor kinase and
Rat Sarcoma Viral Proto-Oncogene (RAS) signaling, and
chromatin remodeling in leukaemia.1,5-9 The identified
genetic anomalies in cellular pathways and molecular
changes offer opportunities to find efficient modes of
treatment acting on established abnormal mechanisms.
Thus, chemotherapy-resistant leukaemias and recurrent
leukaemias could be cured. However, the incidence of
recurrent leukaemia is still high, especially, in moderate
and high-risk patients despite intensive chemotherapy
regimens.10,11 Thus, finding out novel targeted approaches
are extremely important and necessary.
As it known, the Rat Sarcoma Viral Proto-Oncogene/
Raf-1 Proto-Oncogene/Mitogen-Activated Protein
Kinases/Extracellular Regulated Kinases (RAS/RAF/MEK/
ERK) pathway is mutated in 30% of all cancer types.
Therefore, the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway has become
the center of scientific research to clarify its role in cancer
pathogenesis and to investigate its potential to be targeted
by pharmacological agents. 9-15 It is known that
chemotherapeutic agents used in leukaemia generally
activate the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway.14,15
Thus, the deregulation of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
pathway; which includes point mutations, gene deletions,
and chromosomal translocations in a vast array of gene
types, has become a common subject matter in
paediatric leukaemia, highlighting its significance in the
development of the disease. The present study has aimed
to examine the possible pathogenic mutations in the
genes of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway in 27
paediatric Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL)
patients. Our study presents important data by analysing
important hot spot regions of specific genes involved
in the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway both on our study
patients and the genes of paediatric leukaemia patient
groups reported in the literature, combining two sets
of information in one study.

Subjects

The study population consisted of 27 patients aged
between 1-15 years who were admitted to Erciyes
University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Pediatrics,
Division of Pediatric Hematology with the diagnosis of
paediatric ALL (25 B-ALL and 2 T-ALL). The study is
carried out in accordance with the code of Ethics of the
World Medical Association for experiments involving
humans. The study protocol was approved by Erciyes
University School of Medicine Ethics Committee (Project
No: 2018/53). A written informed consent was provided
by the patient's parents. Patients were treated according
to the Berlin-Frankfurt-Münster (BFM) 95 and ALL-ICBFM 2002 protocols. Diagnostic blood samples were
included in the study. Patients were classified as standard,
moderate and high according to the prognostic risk
classification. This classification is made according to the
clinical characteristics of the patients at the time of
diagnosis. Demographic, clinical and genetic data
regarding the patient group included in the study are
summarised in Table 1.
Sample Collection, DNA Isolation and Mutation
Screening

Blood samples from patients included in the study were
collected in 5 ml Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)tubes for DNA isolation. DNA isolation was performed for
mutational analysis using the Thermo Scientific GeneJET
Genomic DNA Purification Kit. The coding regions of
selected genes were amplified by PCR. Primer sequences
were listed in Table 2. After amplification, PCR products
were sequenced using the ABI 3500 XL DNA Sequencer.
Data was analysed using Data Collection Software and
Chromas 2.6.5 (Technelysium) to determine sequence
changes in comparison to reference MEK1, MEK2, BRAF,
ERK1, ERK2, KRAS and NRAS sequences from Ensembl
genome browser.
Cytogenetic Analysis

Bone marrow samples were collected with Heparincontaining tubes, and chromosome analysis was performed
using G-banding. FISH was performed using dual-colour/
dual-fusion probes for translocations of t(12;21), t(9;22)
and t(4;11) according to the manufacturer's protocol
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Demographic, clinical and genetic data of paediatric ALL patients

ID Sex Diagnosis Age BM WBC Risk
blast
group
(%)

Treatment

Status

Out Survival GIS Hepatotoxicity Cytogenetics Other
come (Month) toxicity
molecular disease
abnormalities

Mutations
carried by
the patient

P-1 M

B-ALL

16 90

286000

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

5

−

Yes

−

Obesity

C-6, C-8, C-10,
C-13, C-15, C-16,
C-20, C-22

P-2 F

B-ALL

6

40680

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009
Exitus Exitus
during treatment

2

−

−

−

−

C-2, C-5, C-7, C-11

88

P-3 F

B-ALL

1

90

25800

HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

7

−

−

t (12;21)

−

C-2, C-5, C-10, C-14

P-4 M

B-ALL

2

95

22580

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

43

−

−

−

−

C-1, C-4, C-19, C-15

P-5 M

B-ALL

9 47,5 222000 HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

13

Yes

−

−

−

C-1, C-3, C-4, C-5,
C-15, C-18, C-22

P-6 M

B-ALL

2 UNK 60410

HR ALLIC-BFM 2009/
Rel-BFM 2016

Alive

28

−

−

−

−

C-8

P-7 M

B-ALL

3

80

9330

LR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

18

−

−

t (12;21)

−

−

P-8 F

B-ALL

1

75

82000

HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

8

−

−

t (4;11) Biotinidase
deficiency

P-9 F

B-ALL

3

40

6960

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

8

−

Yes

−

−

P-10 F

B-ALL

3

85

114980

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

43

−

−

−

−

C-13, C-22

P-11 M

B-ALL

5

40

6740

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

7

−

−

−

−

C-9, C-18, C-21

P-12 F

B-ALL

12 80

83370

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

6

−

−

−

−

C-9, C-18, C-21

P-13 M

T-ALL

13 UNK 394000 HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

14

Yes

Yes

−

−

C-13, C-14

−

Relaps

C-7, C-11
C-7, C-8, C-12,
C-13, C-14

P-14 M

B-ALL

6

50

5330

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

7

−

Yes

−

P-15 M

B-ALL

4

82

8280

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

13

−

Yes

t (12;21)

P-16 M

B-ALL

3

80

103060

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

7

−

Yes

Ts21

Down
syndrome

C-2, C-7

P-17 F

B-ALL

8 UNK UNK

IR

Remission Alive

192

−

−

−

−

C-1, C-3, C-4,
C-5, C-22

P-18 F

B-ALL

4

80

7980

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

46

Yes

Yes

P-19 M

B-ALL

13 78

7470

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

8

−

−

−

−

C-1, C-2, C-7,
C-19, C-15

P-20 M

B-ALL

5

10540

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

7

−

−

−

−

C-2, C-9, C-22

50

ALL-BFM 95

C-1, C-22
C-9, C-22

PTPN11/ Noonan C-2, C-7, C-22
NM_001 sendromu
330437/EXON 4
variant: C.417G>C
P.(GLU139 Asp
missense mutation/
Heterozygote

16

−

−

t (4;11)

−

C-4, C-5, C-9, C-22

9680

HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

6

−

−

−

−

C-9

6280

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

16

−

−

−

−

−

110000 HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

38

−

−

−

−

C-2, C-4, C-5, C-17

P-21 F

B-ALL

2 92,4 940000 HR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Refractory Alive

P-22 M

B-ALL

14 45

P-23 F

B-ALL

2

85

P-24 M

T-ALL

1

50

P-25 M

B-ALL

4 79,7

7470

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

18

−

−

−

−

C-2, C-7, C-22

P-26 M

B-ALL

4

92

18230

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

31

−

−

−

−

C-9, C-18

P-27 F

B-ALL

12 80

44000

IR ALLIC-BFM 2009 Remission Alive

5

−

−

−

−

C-4, C-5, C-7,
C-17, C-22

M: male; F: female; WBC: white blood cell; ALL:acute lymphoblastic leukaemia; HR: high risk; IR: intermediate risk; LR: low risk; ALLIC-BFM 2009: acute lymphoblastic
leukaemia Berlin Franfurt Munster; t: translocation; BMT: bone marrow transplantation; UNK: unknown,
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provided by Cytocell, UK. Image capture was performed
using Nikon Eclipse 80i equipped with a CCD-camera,
appropriate filters and software.
In Silico Analysis of RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK Pathway
Mutations

Polymorphism Phenotyping v2 (PolyPhen-2)
calculates the functional description of Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs), maps coding SNPs to gene
transcripts, extracts protein sequence annotations and
structural characteristics and constructs conservation
profiles.16 The program estimates the probability of the
missense mutation being damaging based on a
combination of all these features and provides both a
qualitative prediction (probably damaging, possibly
damaging, benign or unknown) with a score (http://
genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/).17
Screening for Non-Acceptable Polymorphisms (SNAP)
is a machine learning device called "neural network". It
distinguishes between effect and neutral variants/nonsynonymous SNPs by taking a variety of sequence and
variant features into account. The most important single
feature for SNAP prediction is conservation in a family of
related proteins as reflected by position-specific
independent counts scores (https://www.rostlab.org/

Table 2

services/snap/).18
Evolutionary conservation analyses of the detected
mutant amino acids were evaluated among different
species (Homo sapiens to Xenopus tropicalis) via
"Multiple sequence alignment" tool in the PolyPhen2 software. Finally, softwares have the online access as
Cancer-specific High-throughput Annotation
of Somatic Mutations 3-1 (CHASM 3-1) and Variant
Effect Scoring Tool (VEST) were used to estimate and
verify the pathogenic effect of the detected changes.19,20
Accession numbers of detected mutations in our
study was taken from Catalogue of Somatic Mutations
in Cancer (COSMIC) (https://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/
cosmic), Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD)
(http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php).21,22 In addition,
detected mutations in our study were compared with
cBio bioinformatic analysis programme .23 Briefly,
releated cancer type is chosen from web interface to
investigate the target genes of our study inclusively in
paediatric ALL patients from the presented data on the
portal. The chosen The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
data set consist of genome sequence data of 3003
paediatric ALL patients. The features of detected
mutations were carried out comprehensively by using
Oncoprint and mutation tools.

The primer sequences and amplicon lengths for KRAS, NRAS, BRAF MEK1, MEK2, BRAF, ERK1 and ERK2 genes

Gene/Exon

Forward Primer (5'-3')

Reverse Primer (5'-3')

Amplicon(bp)

KRAS

CTGCTGAAAATGACTGAATA

ATGGTCCTGCACCAGTAATA

162

KRAS

CCAGACTGTGTTTCTCCCTTC

AAAGAAAGCCCTCCCCAGT

132

NRAS

GACTGAGTACAAACTGGTGGTGG

GGGCCTCACCTCTATGGTG

118

NRAS

CAAGTGGTTATAGATGGTGAAACC

AAGATCATCCTTTCAGAGAAAATAAT

231

BRAF (exon 11)

AGTAAGGGGATCTCTTCCTGTATCC

TGCTGTGAACAGTTTTTATTTCC

416

BRAF (exon 15)

GGAAAGCATCTCACCTCATCC

TGGTTTCAAAATATTCGTTTTAAGG

566

MEK1 (exon 3)

CCTCTCTAGCCTCCCACTTTG

CAAACAGCACAAAAAGGTATTGA

452

MEK1 (exon 4)

CCTGTTTCTCCTCCCTCTACC

ACACCCACCAGGAATACTGC

494

MEK2 (exon 4)

AGGCAGAACTGTCAGAAGACG

CTTGGCCACTCTCTTTCTGC

381

CAGCACTGTCTCGTCTCTGG

CTTAAGGGTGAAATATTCTC

580

ERK1

CTGCTCTCACTACTGCAAAACC

TGGCAGCAGGTATATCTCAGG

246

ERK2

CTGACTCCTGCCCTTCCATA

GGGTGGTAGAGACAGCAAGG

231

MEK2 (exon 5-6)

Note: Approximately, 200 ng of DNA was used as template for PCR amplification. Total volume of reaction mix was 25 µL, which comprised of 16,75 µL sterile
water, 2.5 µL reaction buffer (750 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8 at 25oC, 200 mM (NH4)2SO4, 1 µL dNTP mix (A, C, G, T 200 mM), 1.25 µL MgCl2 (25 mM), 1 µL forward
and reverse primers (10 pmol), 0.5 µL Taq polymerase (500 U, Fermentas) and 1 µL template DNA (at least 500 ng/µL for each sample). Amplification reactions
were performed using Applied Biosystems Veriti VR 96-Well Thermal Cycler and started with an initial denaturation step at 94 C for 5 min, followed by 40
cycles of denaturation for 45 s at 94 C, primer annealing for 1.5 min at 58 C, extension for 1.5 min at 72 C and final extension for 10 min at 72 C.

Akin-Bali et al

Statistics Analysis

Statistical analyses were generally performed at the
DNA level. Statistical analysis was performed using "IBM
SPSS Statistics 20 for Chi-Square". Genotype distribution
was analysed for Hardy-Weinberg expectations by using
X2 and Fisher's exact tests.
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According to risk classification, 8 cases has been identified
as high risk, 18 cases as medium risk and 1 case as low
risk. When treatment protocols examined, 26 cases
received ALLIC–BFM 2009 and 1 case received ALL-BFM
95 treatment.
Results of Mutation Analysis

Results
Demographic and Clinical Analysis of Paediatric ALL
Patient Groups

The study population consisted of 27 patients (11 girls
and 16 boys) aged between 1 and 15 years (mean age 6
years) who were diagnosed with paediatric ALL. The
distribution was as follows; 25 of 27 paediatric leukaemia
patient was B-ALL and 2 of 27 was T-ALL.
Briefly, three patients were determined as t(12;21) carrier
while one patient was t(4;11) carrier according to
cytogenetic analysis. One patient has p.G139N missense
mutation on PTPN11 gene called Nooan Syndrome and 1
case has the Down syndrome. It was observed that one case
relapsed during the treatment period and one case died.

Since it was not possible to obtain germline tissue from
patients, mutation analysis carried out with somatic tissues.
Mutation detection from the blood samples of 27 patients
was carried out by DNA analysis system. As a result of
mutation analysis performed from seven genes in the RAS/
RAF/MEK/ERK pathway 22 changes (3 missense, 2 silent
mutations, 1 splice site mutation, 16 SNPs) were detected.
Sixteen of these changes were previously recorded in the
HGMD and 7 were novel. All detected mutations had
heterozygote genotype. Changes were observed in 25
(92.5%) of 27 patients. Nucleotide changes in the pathway
were shown in the electrofrograms given in Figure 1.
Schematic representation of domain architecture of the 7
mutations found in RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway in
paediatric ALL were shown in Figures 2 and 3. Detected
genetic changes were given in detail in Table 3.

Figure 1 The sequencing electropherograms of MEK1, MEK2, BRAF, ERK1, ERK2, KRAS and NRAS genes mutations and variants.
The arrow shows to localisations of the mutation and variant (A-G).
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of domain architecture of the MEK2, MEK1, NRAS and KRAS proteins and mutations found in
paediatric ALL (A-B) Linear representation of the key functional domains of the human MEK1 and MEK2 proteins. Human MEK1 and
MEK2 encode protein kinases of 400 amino acids (C) Human NRAS is a polypeptide of 189 amino acids (D) Human KRAS is polypeptide
of 189 amino acids. DD, Docking domain; NES, nuclear export sequence; NRR, Negative regulatory region; PRD, Proline-rich domain;
DVD MAP kinase kinase kinase (MAP3K) docking domain.
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Figure 3 Schematic representation of domain architecture of the ERK1, ERK2 and BRAF proteins and mutations found in paediatric
ALL (A) Human ERK2 is polypeptide of 360 amino acids and (B) ERK1 is polypeptide of 379 amino acids (C) Human BRAF is
polypeptide of 765 amino acids. GRL, glycine rich domain; HR, hinge region; AS, activation segment; KID, kinase insert domain; CDC;
common docking domain; AL, activation loop; CL, catalytic loop; CR, conserved region; CRD, cysteine-rich domain; KD, kinase
domain; P-L, phosphatebinding loop; RBD, RAS-binding domain.

RAS Analysis

NRAS changes were detected in 3 (11.1%) of 27 patient
group. KRAS changes were detected in 12 (44.4%) of 27
patient group. The missense mutation, p.H95N, on the GTP
binding domain and splice site mutation, c.-11G>A, on the
5’UTR of KRAS were previously recorded in the HGMD
and found related with colon carcinoma pathogenesis. Only
one patient (P-1) carrying this mutation (c.-11G>A) was
detected.
BRAF Analysis

c.530+47G>A nucleotide change on the intron region
in the BRAF was detected in 10 (37%) of 27 patients.
MEK Analysis

While MEK2 was the most altered gene (17 patients),
NRAS was the least altered gene (3 patients) among
investigated genes. Among these changes 5 SNP were
detected in MEK2 and four of them were novel. SNPs in
MEK1 were detected in 8 patients. They were found on
the noncoding domain and determined as benign. p.D151D

silent mutation was detected in 5 patients (P-4, P-5, P-14,
P-17, P-19) on the kinase domain of MEK2 and previously
recorded in the HGMD.
ERK Analysis

p.P328S mutation in ERK1 was recorded in HGMD as
missense mutation and detected in patient 1 (P-1) in our
study group. p.P336P mutation in ERK1 was recorded in
HGMD as silent mutation and detected in patient 12
(P-12) in our study group. c.886-29 G>A SNP in ERK1
gene was detected in 2 of 27 patients (7.4%) and was novel
(Table 3, C18). p.P319S missense mutation on the
Comming Docking Domain (CDC) of ERK2 was recorded
to COSMIC database with the reference number
COSV54736383 .This mutation was detected 5 of 27
patients (18.5%) (Table 3, C13). Besides, 3 SNPs were
detected for the first time in this study which carries this
mutation in ERK2 (Table 3, C14, C15 and C16).
Results of Mutation Profile of Patients with Relapse

The mutation profiles of relaps patient (P-6) and
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Table 3

Mutations of the RAS/RAF/MAPK/ERK pathway in patients with paediatric ALL

No

Gene

Nt
alteration

Accession
number

Alteration
type

Localisation

AA
position

Number of
patients
carriying
changes

Previously
determined
tumour type

Poly-Phen2

C-1

MEK2

c.453 C>T

rs
17851657

Silent
mutation

Kinase
catalytic
domain

p.D151D

P-4, P-5,
P-14, P-17,
P-19

1000
Genome
Project

Benign
(non-patogenic)

Neutral

Neutral

C-2

MEK2

c.528+101
T>G

Novel

SNP

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA P-2, P-3, P-16, P-18, Present Study
P-20, P-23, P-24

UNK

UNK

UNK

C-3

MEK2

c.528+117
A>G

Novel

SNP

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA

P-5, P-17

Present Study

UNK

UNK

UNK

C-4

MEK2

c.528+102
A>C

Novel

SNP

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA

P-4, P-5, P-17,
P-24, P-27

Present Study

UNK

UNK

UNK

C-5

MEK2

c.528+98_
528+99del

rs
1299419538

SNP

Intron variant

NA

P-2, P-3, P-5,
P-17, P-24

NIH Project

UNK

UNK

UNK

C-6

MEK2 c.528+18 C>A

Novel

SNP

Intron variant

NA

P-1

Present Study

UNK

UNK

UNK

C-7

MEK1

c.291+22G>C

rs
16949924

SNP

Intron variant

NA

Neutral

Neutral

C-8

NRAS

c.111+62
C>A

Novel

SNP

C-9

KRAS

c.111+21
C>G

rs
75099787

SNP

C-10 KRAS

c.11 G>A

COSM
6438043

C-11 KRAS

c.111+20
G>A

rs
534412138

SNP

C-12 KRAS

c.283
C>A

rs
1309399018

Missense
variant

C-13 ERK2

c.955
C>T

COSV
54736383

Missense
mutation

Kinase
domain

C-14 ERK2

c.966+93
C>T

rs
551863629

SNP

C-15 ERK2

c.96T>G6+79

Novel

C-16 ERK2

c.966+71
C>T

C-17 ERK1

P-2, P-8, P-9, P-16, 1000 Genome
Benign
P-18, P-19, P-25, P-27
Project
(non-patogenic)

Noncoding
NA
regulatory variant
Intron variant

5 prime UTR
Splice
variant
region variant
Noncoding
region(intronic)

CHASM VEST

P-1, P-6, P-9

Present Study

UNK

UNK

UNK

NA

P-3, P-4, P-12,
P-15, P-19, P-20,
P-21, P-22, P-26

1000 Genome
Project

UNK

UNK

UNK

−

P-1

Colon carcinoma

Pathogenic
(score 0.96)

UNK

UNK

NA

P-2, P-8, P-11

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

GTP binding p.H95N
domain

1000 Genome
Benign
Project
(non-patogenic)

P-9

GNOMAD

Benign
(non-patogenic)

p.P319S

P-1, P-3,
P-9, P-10, P-13

Skin tumour

Pathogenic
(score 0.8)

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA

P-9, P-13

1000 Genome
Project

UNK

UNK

UNK

SNP

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA

P-1, P-4, P-5,
P-11, P-20

Present Study

UNK

UNK

UNK

rs
917625448

SNP

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA

P-1, P-4

1000 Genome
Project

UNK

UNK

UNK

c.886-16
G>T

rs
369133216

SNP

Noncoding
transcript exon
variant

NA

P-24, P-27

NHLBI Exome
Benign
Sequencing (non-patogenic)
Project

Neutral

Neutral

C-18 ERK1

c.886-29
G>A

Novel

SNP

Noncoding
region(intronic)

NA

P-5, P-12

Present Study

UNK

UNK

C-19 ERK1

c.1018-37
A>G

rs
1187865979

SNP

Neutral

Neutral

C-20 ERK1

c.982
C>T

rs
1167791407

Missense
variant

C-21 ERK1

c.1008
G>A

rs
1143695

Silent
mutation

C-22 BRAF

c.530+47
G>A

rs
1420870304

SNP

Noncoding
NA
transcript exon variant
Kinase
domain

P-26

UNK

1000 Genome
Benign
Project
(non-patogenic)

Effected Effected
(score (score
0,0244) 0,0841)

p.P328S

P-1

GNOMAD

Benign
(non-patogenic)

Effected Effected
(scores ( scores
0,8782) 0,0544)

Noncoding p.P336P
transcript
variant(3'UTR)

P-12

GNOMAD

Benign
(non-patogenic)

Neutral

Neutral

P-1, P-5, P-10,
P-14, P-15, P17-P18,
P-20, P-21, P-27

NIH project

UNK

UNK

UNK

Intron variant

NA

UNK: unknown, NA: not available, SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism, AML: acute myleoid leukaemia, C: change, UTR: untranslated region
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refractory leukaemia patient (P-21) evaluated separately.
A noncoding change, NRAS c.111+62 C>A, which is in
the regulator domain of relaps patient (P-6) was examined.
Besides, refractory leukaemia patient (P-21) has changes
in 3 different genes: 2 MEK2 intronic change, 1 NRAS
regulator domain change and BRAF intronic variant. All
two patient have in the category of high risk group.
Results of in Silico Analysis of RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
Pathway Mutations

According to PolyPhen2 and SNAP automatic tools for
prediction of the possible impact of the mutations to the
protein function, the data obtained as follows: NRAS
p.G12A and ERK2 p.P319S missense mutations might be
pathogenic because of the fact that their scores were close
to 1 in the PolyPhen-2 analysis. NRAS p.G12A, KRAS
p.H95N and ERK2 p.P319S mutations were found effected
in SNAP software (Table 3).
Amino acid sequences of detected mutations were
compared among conserved amino acids of Homo Sapiens
to Xenopus tropicalis during the evolutionary process by
"Multiple sequence alignment" tool in the PolyPhen2. In
conclusion, NRAS p.G12A, ERK1 p.P328S and ERK2
p.P319S missense mutations were found to change the
amino acids which were at a critical point among conserved
species mentioned above. In addition, according to the
analysis performed from the TGCA data set of paediatric
leukaemia group in the cBio database, NRAS was found the
mostly mutated gene (5%) while ERK1 was found the least
mutated gene (0.4%). KRAS and NRAS carries nucleotide
change mutations while other genes only carry gene
amplifications and deletions. Four mutations in the KRAS
(p.G12D, p.G13D, p.Q61H ve p.K117N) and 3 mutations
in the NRAS (p.G12D, p.G13D ve p.Q61L/K/R) were
attention getting (Table 3).

Discussion
The RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway is an important
pathway that plays a central role not only in the regulation
of normal cellular processes related to proliferation,
growth, and differentiation, but also in oncogenesis.14,24-27
Deregulation of this signaling pathway is common in
various cancer types. Therefore, the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
pathway appears as an attractive target for therapeutic
inhibition. It has been shown in experimental studies that
the therapeutic inhibition of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
pathway can be beneficial particularly in the treatment of
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high-risk leukaemias. Point mutations, gene deletions, and
chromosomal translocations in GTPases, RTKs,
phosphatases, and ubiquitin ligases in this pathway may
also be involved in leukaemia pathogenesis.9-15,24-26
Molecular anomalies in the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
pathway are involved in cell proliferation and survival
independent from the effects of growth factors; resulting
in transformation and disease progression.9-15,25,26 In the
majority of cases, somatic mutations resulting in amino
acid changes have been detected at the RAS codons 12,
13, and 61 that disrupt the GTPase activity of the protein.
Consequently, mutant RAS proteins start to accumulate
remaining in the GTP-bound form, leading to the
development of resistance to GTPase-activating proteins.27,28
While whole-spectrum changes at the codon 12
(glycine) cause cell transformation particularly,
different mutations have been found out to affect cell
morphologies differently.13-15,24,25 The incidence of RAS
pathway mutations is high in Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukaemia (ALL). RAS pathway mutations occur at a high
rate in individuals with high hyperdiploidy. Also, it has been
reported that the frequency of RAS pathway mutations is
similar in the individuals with "high-risk" hypodiploid ALL.29
It has been reported that the frequency and features of
the RAS pathway mutations can be significant in relapsed
ALL.10,17,30
In this study, genotyping has been performed by DNA
sequencing analysis to detect mutations/SNPs in 7 genes
of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway of 27 paediatric ALL
patients. Our study results revealed mutations (3 missense
mutations, 2 silent mutations, 1 splice site mutation, and
16 SNPs) in 23 out of 27 patients. While 16 of these
mutations were previously recorded in HGMD, 7 have been
found out to be new.
It is known that the frequency of RAS mutations is
higher in relapsed leukaemias compared to newly diagnosed
leukaemias. One relapse patient and one refractory
leukaemia patient; totally 2 resistant patients, in our study
group carry KRAS and NRAS variants. Patients with NRAS/
KRAS mutations, especially the patients carrying KRAS
variants, are likely to develop resistance to treatment
regimens, ending in a reduced cytological remission rate
and reduced overall survival. When the clinical and
hematological features of the 27 patients were compared
by the carrier status of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway
mutations, a significant correlation was found between
being a carrier of KRAS mutations and being in the highrisk group (p=0.03). Another finding of our study is the
identification of the c.11G>A (COSM6438043) splice site
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mutation in the KRAS gene in the paediatric B-ALL patients
that constituted our study population. However, the c.11G>
A (COSM6438043) splice site mutation in the KRAS gene
was previously detected in colon cancer. This finding
suggests that the splice site is likely to cause a deficiency
in KRAS expression since it is 100% protected across
species in the evolutionary process and the mutation
occurs on the first base of the splice zone. As revealed by
many studies; RAS proteins, which are very similar and
protected across different cells types, play an indirect role
in cell cycle control as well as mitogenic effect.12,13,27,30
RAS proteins, which are inactive when they are GDPbound, are activated by the separation of GDP and binding
of GTP. Activating (functioning) mutations cause GTP to
remain bound to RAS. As a result, the RAS-MAPK pathway
remains open and the resulting abnormal expression leads
to signal generation for uncontrolled cell division and
cancer eventually. Most studies on human tumours found
out that the RAS codons 12, 13, and 61 were the frequently
mutated oncogenic mutation sites.24, 27,30 In one patient in
our study population, the amino acid change from Glycine
to Alanine (p. G12A) was detected at codon 12, which is a
predictive biomarker on NRAS exon 1 for colorectal
cancer. It has been reported in the literature that the
mutation of glycine to any amino acid other than proline at
codon 12 causes unexpected activation of RAS. Mutations
at codon 12 act involving the catalytic Arginine and block

the GTP-GDP conversion.31,32 Furthermore, the analyses
on the TGCA paediatric leukaemia data set reveals that the
mutations detected in NRAS and KRAS are putative drivers
and possibly a homozygous deletion occurs in the studied
genes, acting on gene expression.
The BRAFV600E mutation, which causes a significant
increase in kinase activity, is frequently seen in other
types of malignancies and promotes continuous
transcription-mediated proliferation that supports
neoplastic growth.14,24,26,31 However, this value was found
statistically significantly different between the patients
diagnosed over the age of 10 and the patients of the 1-10year age group having similar demographic characteristics
and BRAF mutations. The eighty percent of MEK proteins,
which are members of the STE kinase family, show
sequence homology among themselves. Of MEK proteins,
which are members of the STE kinase family, 80% show
sequence homology among themselves. As a result of
phosphorylation of MEK1/2 kinases from threonine and
tyrosine residues at the kinase catalytic domain, ERK1/2
phosphorylation occurs. MEK1 shows genetic anomalies
in all cancers at a rate of 1.01% and the most common
genetic anomaly is seen in malignant melanoma.33
ERK1/2 is involved in vital events for cell physiology
such as cell proliferation, differentiation, transcriptional
regulation, and cellular development. ERK2 mutations are
frequently seen in the cervix, endometrium, and skin

Figure 4 (A) Distribution of mutations in KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, MEK1(MAP2K1), MEK2(MAP2K2), ERK1(MAPK3) and ERK2
(MAPK1) genes in patients with pediatric leukaemia from cBio Cancer Genomics Portal. (B) Schematic representation of domain
architecture of the KRAS and NRAS proteins and mutations found in patients with paediatric leukaemia using in silico analysis from
cBio Cancer Genomics Portal.
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cancers. The frequency of mutations in ERK2 is very low
in human cancers (0.88%). The incidence of ERK2
p.P319S missense mutation; which is considered
pathogenic, especially for malignant melanoma, was
determined to be 16.6% in our study. The ERK2 p.P319S
missense mutation occurs at the binding point of a protein
that acts as a negative regulator in various processes,
including cell differentiation and proliferation that are
controlled by the RAS/ERK pathway known as MKP3.34
MEK1/2, which is at a higher stage in the signaling cascade,
can randomly phosphorylate ERK1 and ERK2 on the same
amino acid sequence.35,36
All substrates to be bound to ERK1/2 are bound at the
site known as the CDC domain. The ERK2 p.P319S missense
mutation detected in our study is on the CDC domain. The
ERK signaling pathway specifically controls various
cellular processes including proliferation and survival.
Therefore, ERK1/2 plays a critical role in the development
of uncontrolled cell proliferation-related diseases such
as cancer. The cellular outcomes of common docking site
mutations have not been established. Also, their potential
to cause treatment-resistant tumours is still unknown. On
the other hand, the study reported by Weisberg E, et al in
2019 has an important point that matches the results of our
current study.37 Weisberg E et al. carried out in-vitro and
in-vivo experiments on the ERK1/2 inhibitor LY3214996,
which is currently being studied in clinical trials
(NCT02857270). Weisberg E, et al reported that ERK can
be considered a therapeutic target in acute myelogenous
leukaemia. There are some important points indicating the
importance of ERK mutations: (i) The frequency of ERK2
p.P319S missense mutation has been detected in our study
at a significant rate; which is 16.6%, (ii) As Weisberg E,
et al. reported, only some ERK inhibitors were clinically
tested in solid tumours indicating that there is limited
knowledge about ERK inhibitors in leukaemia. However,
the types of leukaemia investigated in our study and the
study by Weisberg E et al. are different. Our study included
ALL patients but Weisberg E et al. evaluated ERK
inhibitors in AML. As can be seen in Figure 4A, the
frequency of KRAS and NRAS mutations are higher in
paediatric leukaemia. However, the most amplified genes
are MEK2 and ERK2. As it is known, gene amplification
causes uncontrolled and excessive gene expression and drug
resistance, indicating that the low frequency of ERK gene
compared to KRAS and NRAS genes should not lead to
the underestimation of the role of ERK mutations.
Therefore; the role of ERK genes in treatment needs to
be evaluated, considering the most common gene
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amplifications.
In addition to the missense mutations we detected,
synonymous mutations in MEK2 and ERK1 have been
identified, which are registered in HGMD. MEK2 p. D151D
(20%) and ERK1 p.P336P synonymous mutation were
determined at a rate of 3% in our study population. In this
study, important findings that have been reported for the
first time in the literature have been revealed. Our study
has revealed important findings that have been reported
for the first time in the literature. Our study found a total
of 22 mutations, 7 of which were defined for the first time.
Although we demonstrated the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK
pathway mutations in the paediatric leukaemia patient group
and studied the molecular characteristics in detail, further
research is needed to clarify the epidemiology of genetic
mutations responsible for the pathogenesis of paediatric
leukaemia.
Our results emphasize that mutations that changing the
function of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway play an
important role in paediatric ALL. Furthermore, the
identification of mutations in the components of the
signaling pathway can contribute significantly to
determining the efficacy of the pharmacological agents
used in the treatment of leukaemia and estimating the
prognosis of the patient.

Conclusion
Leukaemia, the most common malignant disease of the
childhood, is a large group of diseases of unknown
aetiology. Moreover, recurrent leukaemia has a high
incidence despite the availability of intense chemotherapy
regimens. Recurrent leukaemia is treated with the same
chemotherapeutics as the ones used in leukaemia at the
time of initial diagnosis; however, resistance to the
chemotherapeutic agents often develops. RAS pathway
activation is common in ALL as well as AML. The
uncontrolled activation of the RAS pathway results from
point mutations, gene deletions, and chromosomal
translocations in a wide variety of genes, coding GTPases,
RTKs, phosphatases, and ubiquitinases. The importance of
the uncontrolled activation of the RAS pathway in
leukaemia biology is emphasized by the studies in the
literature. Identification of anomalies at several stages of
the pathway will make it possible to find out treatment
options, thereby allowing for the treatment of
chemotherapy-resistant and recurrent leukaemias and the
development of personalised treatment methods.
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Original Article
Analysis of Hearing Loss-Associated Gene Mutations
Using MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry in Neonates from
Shaoxing, China
Q LIU, SQ SHEN, H YU
Abstract

Purpose: The aim of our study was to evaluate the application of concurrent standard newborn hearing
screening (NHS) and genetic screening for neonates in Shaoxing. Methods: According to whether passed
NHS, 257 neonates and 514 neonates were divided into experimental group and control group, respectively.
Twenty hotspot hearing-associated mutations of four common deafness-susceptibility genes (12S rRNA,
GJB2, GJB3, SLC26A4) were analysed with heel blood samples by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.
Findings: In the experimental group, 24 neonates were detected with hearing loss-associated gene
mutations (9.34%, 24/257), and there were 5 pathogenic mutations. In the control group, 25 neonates
were detected with hearing loss-associated gene mutations (4.86%, 25/514), there were 3 pathogenic
mutations. The rates of gene mutations, pathogenic mutations and heterozygous mutations in the
experimental group were statistically higher than the control group (P<0.05). Conclusions: Hearing loss
susceptibility gene screening should be carried out for the neonates who did not pass NHS. Concurrent
NHS and genetic screening should be undertaken in the areas where conditions permit.

Key words
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Introduction
Hearing loss (HL) is the most prevalent sensory
impairment in both childhood and adulthood.1 According
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to statistics, one in every 1000 neonates suffers from prelingual deafness and more than half of these cases result
from genetic factors.2,3 Although serious hearing problems
during childhood are rare, early testing ensures that any
problems are picked up and managed as early as possible.4
However, children with permanent hearing loss continue
to increase with age.5 An important reason for the rising
incidence is the limitations or defects present in newborn
hearing screening (NHS), drug-induced deafness and lateonset deafness, which could not be detected in NHS.6 The
deafness-susceptibility gene screening could compensate
for the limitations of NHS.
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All enrolled neonates were from Shaoxing Maternal and
Child Health Care Hospital. A two-stage screening
approach with GSI distortion product otoacoustic
emissions (DPOAE) was performed in the hearing screening
on the 2~3 days after birth. If the neonates failed the initial
test, a repeated DPOAE test and an automatic auditory
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brainstem repose (AABR) assessment were performed at
42 days of age. The results are presented in the form of
passed or not passed. According to whether passed NHS,
257 neonates and 514 neonates were divided into
experimental group and control group, respectively. The
study was approved and conducted in accordance with the
protocol of the Institutional Medical and Ethics
Committees of the Shaoxing Maternal and Child Health
Care Hospital. We obtained informed consent from all
participants who volunteered to participate in this
detection study. Genomic DNA was extracted from heel
blood samples of neonates with AxyPrep Genomic Blood
DNA Extraction Kit (AXYGEN, Shanghai, China).
Hearing loss-associated genes were detected using
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry as previously described,7
including twenty hotspot hearing-associated mutations of
four common deafness - susceptibility genes (12S rRNA,
GJB2, GJB3, SLC26A4). The hotspot mutations were
235delC, 299_300delAT, 35delG, 176_191del16, 167delT
mutation in GJB2 gene; 538C>T, 547G>A mutation in
GJB3 gene; IVS7-2A>G, c.2168A>G, c.1174A>T,
c.1229C>T, c.1226G>A, c.1975G>C, c.2027T>A,
c.2162C>T, c.281C>T, c.589G>A, IVS15+5G>A
mutation in SLC26A4 gene, and 1494C>T, 1555A>G in
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) gene. Confirmation of
validation was obtained with both wild and mutant types
previously confirmed by Sanger sequencing.
Comparisons of mutation frequencies of GJB2, GJB3,
mtDNA 12S rRNA, and SLC26A4 genes were conducted
by Chi-square test. The statistical data analysis was carried
out by SPSS 19.0 software. If the P-value is less than 0.05,
differences were considered as statistically significant.

Results
Most of the neonates with genetic mutations were
profound hearing loss (25/49), have no family history (44/
49), and with no malformations(40/49). Clinical
characteristics of 49 infants detected to have gene
mutations were shown in Table 1.The rate of hearing lossassociated gene mutations was 6.36% (49/771). In the
experimental group, 24 neonates were detected with
hearing loss-associated gene mutations (9.34%, 24/257),
and there were five pathogenic mutations (one GJB2
235delC homozygous mutation, four GJB3 538C>T
heterozygous mutations). In the control group, 25 neonates
were detected with hearing loss-associated gene mutations
(4.86%, 25/514), and there were three pathogenic mutations
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(one 12S rRNA 1555A>G homoplasmic mutation, one
GJB3 538C>T heterozygous mutation, one GJB3 547G>
A heterozygous mutation). The rates of gene mutations,
pathogenic mutations and heterozygous mutations in the
experimental group were statistically higher than the
control group (P<0.05).
All 49 cases of hearing loss-associated mutations were
heterozygous except one case of GJB2 235delC
homozygous mutation, and one case of 12S rRNA 1555A>
G homoplasmic mutation. The rate of mutations in GJB2,
SLC26A4, GJB3 and mtDNA was 55.1% (27/49), 32.65%
(16/49), 10.20% (5/49) and 2.05% (1/49), respectively. The
rate of GJB2 gene mutations was significantly higher than
the SLC26A4 mutation, GJB3 mutation and mtDNA, there
was a significant difference among them (P<0.01). The
results of hearing loss-associated gene mutations were
shown in Table 2. The rates of the hearing loss-associated
gene mutations, pathogenic mutations and heterozygous
carrying in the experimental group, were significantly
higher than those of the control group, as shown in
Table 3.

Discussion
Hearing loss is the most common sensory defect.8 Various
genetic as well as environmental factors have been shown
Table 1
Clinical characteristics of 49 infants detected to have
gene mutations
Parameters

N(%)

Sex
Male
Female

28 (57.14)
21 (42.86)

Degree of hearing loss
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Profound

1 (2.04)
9 (18.37)
14 (28.57)
25 (51.02)

Family history
Yes
No

5 (10.20)
44 (89.80)

Malformations
None
Enalrged vestibular aqueduct

40 (81.63)
4 (8.16)

Aplasia of the auditory nerve
Inner ear malformation
Cochlear hair cell degeneration

3 (6.12)
2 (4.08)
1 (0.1)
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to contribute the onset of hearing loss.5,9,10 Genetic factors
are thought to cause more than 50% of all incidents of
congenital hearing loss in children.11 Also, a large number
of late-onset and gradual worsening hearing impairment
may be due to defective genes disease or genetic defect
and polymorphism associated with susceptible
environmental factors.5 Currently, NHS has been carried
out in our country for many years, and made significant
achievements. However, the present commonly used
DPOAE and Automated Auditory Brainstem Response
(AABR) could only screen the hearing situation at the
moment, we could not detect the hearing loss with no
phenotype. So concurrent NHS and genetic screening is
the most powerful strategy for pre-lingual or delayed
hearing loss in children and high-risk hearing lossassociated gene carriers.
Table 2

In this study, twenty hotspot hearing-associated
mutations of four common hearing loss- susceptibility.
Genes were analysed by MALDI-TOF-MS which
sensitivity and specificity were >99.9%.12 GJB2 mutations
were detected in 3.5% (27/771) of all participants. GJB2
mutations are a major cause of autosomal recessive
nonsyndromic hearing loss in many populations, could
cause moderate, severe, profound severe hearing loss.11,13
In this study, one case of GJB2 gene homozygous
mutations was diagnosed as bilateral hearing loss. Three
major GJB2 gene mutations, 235delC, 299_300delAT and
176_191del16 were detected; other two mutations, 35delG
and 167delT were not detected.
GJB3 is considered to be related to high-frequency
hearing decrease, can cause autosomal dominant or
recessive hereditary non-syndromic hearing loss.14 We

Hearing loss-associated gene mutations distribution of 771 neonates
Experimental (n=257)
Case
Rate (%)

Control (n=514)
Case
Rate (%)

Gene

Mutation

Case

Rate (%)

GJB2

235delC homozygous
235delC heterozygous
299_300delAT heterozygous
176_191del16 heterozygous
Subtotal

1
19
4
3
27

0.13
2.46
0.52
0.39
3.50

1
9
2
2
14

0.39
3.50
0.78
0.78
5.45

0
10
2
1
13

0.00
1.95
0.39
0.19
2.53

IVS7-2A>G heterozygous
1174A>T heterozygous
2168A>G heterozygous
1229C>T heterozygous
2027T>A heterozygous
2162C>T heterozygous
Subtotal

8
2
2
2
1
1
16

1.04
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.13
0.13
2.08

3
1
1
2
0
0
7

1.17
0.39
0.39
0.78
0.00
0.00
2.72

5
1
1
0
1
1
9

0.97
0.19
0.19
0.00
0.19
0.19
1.75

GJB3

538C>T heterozygous
547G>A heterozygous
Subtotal

4
1
5

0.52
0.13
0.65

3
0
3

1.17
0.00
1.17

1
1
2

0.19
0.19
0.39

mtDNA

1555A>G homoplasmic

1

0.13

0

0.00

1

0.19

49

6.36

24

9.34

25

4.86

X2

P

4.69

<0.05

SLC26A4

Total

Table 3

The rate of hearing loss-associated gene mutations in the two groups
Experimental group (n=257)
Gene mutation
Rate (%)

Pathogenic mutations

5

1.95

Control group (n=514)
Gene mutation
Rate (%)
3

0.58

Heterozygous carrying

19

7.39

22

4.28

4.78

<0.05

Total

24

9.34

25

4.86

8.14

<0.01
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detected five GJB3 gene heterozygous mutations, and two
passed DPOAE and AABR.
mtDNA mutations are responsible for both maternally
inherited syndromic and nonsyndromic hearing loss and
play a role in predisposition to aminoglycoside-induced
ototoxicities, such as the 1494C>T and 1555A>G
mutation.5 We detected one mtDNA 12S rRNA 1555A> G
homoplasmic mutation in control group, suggesting we
should pay high attention to this neonate avoiding the use
of ototoxic drugs lifelong.
Recessive mutations in SLC26A4 are associated with
Pendred syndrome, and autosomal recessive hearing
loss with the enlarged vestibular aqueduct, and/or
incomplete partition of the cochlea.15 In this study, the
rate of SLC26A4 gene mutations was 2.08%, just
following GJB2 gene mutations. Timely detection of
SLC26A4 gene mutations could guide patients to avoid
strenuous exercise, brain trauma and other
environmental factors that lead to late-onset progressive
hearing loss in daily life.
The total rate of hearing loss-associated gene
mutations was 6.36%, and the rate of gene mutations,
pathogenic mutations in the experimental group were
statistically higher than the control group, suggesting
neonates who can't pass the NHS could undergo common
hearing loss-associated gene screening.
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Original Article
Clinic Analysis on 4 Infantile Citrin Deficiency Cases

XX WANG, F YU, B WANG
Abstract

Objective: To understand infant Citrin deficiency as a type of infantile cholestasis, and further improve
the understanding of infantile cholestasis and Citrin deficiency, provide more effective treatment and
prognosis for children. Method: 4 cases of infantile cholestasis hospitalised patients finally diagnosed
infantile baby Citrin deficiency in the Department of Endocrine and Genetic Metabolism in Children of
Hubei Maternal and Child Health Care Hospital, analyses the characteristics of medical history, the
relevant test results, after treatment and after follow-up. Results: Infant with simple Citrin deficiency
syndrome are treated with symptomatic treatment, the clinical symptoms are obviously relieved, and the
indexes of liver function can be gradually restored to normal. Conclusion: To infants without cholestasis
caused by the surgical condition and clear infection, early haematuria, tandem mass spectrometry, and
related gene examination should be perfected to identify the cause. Infants with Citrin deficiency usually
have a good prognosis.

Key words

Cholestasis; Citrin deficiency; Infant; Prognosis; Treatment

Introduction
Citrin protein deficiency is a kind of autosomal recessive
disease that elucidates the cause of disease in recent years,
including two types: neonatal intrahepatic cholestasis
(NICCD) caused by Citrin protein deficiency, and type 2
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citrullinaemia (CTLN2). Especially in infancy mainly for
slow retrogression of jaundice, cholestasis, hepatitis, if a
not timely diagnosis of cholestasis, it may influence the
prognosis of the infant with delayed treatment. But in
general, if diagnosed infant Citrin deficiency, it can achieve
most good prognosis. We summarise and analyse the
clinical data of 4 cases which diagnosed "infant Citrin
protein deficiency" in Hubei Province Maternal and Child
Health Hospital from July 2016 to October 2017. It helps
us to improve the understanding of neonatal cholestasis
and Citrin protein deficiency, adopt more effective
treatment and judge prognosis of children.

Materials and Methods
Patients. Four boys, diagnosed "infantile cholestasis"
originally, were investigated in this study. Blood samples
of 4 infants were taken on an empty stomach with the
informed consent of parents. After completing blood
biochemistry, blood gas analysis, blood ammonia,
coagulation function, haematuria tandem mass
spectrometry, and related gene examination, they were
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to 300 (reference value 5.5 to 45 µM), two of them also
had elevated levels of multiple amino acids (methionine,
threonine, and arginine). 4-hydroxybenzoate and other
organic acid were increased in the urine of 3 infants, one
had normal urine. All the 4 infants had completed gene
examination, and the SLC25A13 heterozygous mutation
was confirmed in 3 cases, and the gene examination results
of patient 2 were negative. The Blood tandem mass
spectrometry and gene diagnosis of 4 cases were shown in
Table 3. Gene sequencing diagram of patient 1 was shown
in Figure 1.
Treatment and follow-up. Four infants were
hospitalised for several days. After the results of blood
tandem mass spectrometry were reported, 4 infants were
fed with lactose-free and strengthening MCT treatment of
milk, supplemented with fat-soluble vitamins,
ursodeoxycholic cholic acid, and other treatments. The
review results of a liver function of 4 infants were shown
in Table 4. During the hospitalisation period, cholestasis
symptoms of patient 1, 2, 4 improved significantly, direct
bilirubin and bile acid decreased significantly,
aminotransferase improved, hypoproteinemia improved

diagnosed with "infant Citrin protein deficiency" finally.
Detailed information of 4 infants is shown in Table 1 below.
Various blood biochemical indexes. The blood
biochemical indexes of 4 cases on empty stomach with 3
hours were shown in Table 2. Serum total bilirubin increased
obvious, the ration of direct bilirubin reached 40%-79%,
bile acid was significantly increased, biliary duct enzymes
GGT and ALP increased. Two infants had slight impairment
of liver function, and 2 infants had hyperlipidemia. Some
infants had abnormal coagulation function, hypoglycemia,
high blood ammonia and hyperglycemia. All the infants
completed the liver and gallbladder colour Doppler
ultrasound and biliary MRCP (Magnetic Resonance
Cholangiopancreatography) to eliminate the situation of
surgery, such as biliary atresia and related pathogenic
examination to eliminate the infection of cytomegalovirus
and septicemia.
Blood tandem mass spectrometry and gene
diagnosis. The 4 infants tandem mass spectrometry results
showed that the citrulline and many acylcarnitine (lauroyl
carnitine, myristoyl carnitine, palmitoyl carnitine, etc.)
were significantly increased. Citrulline ranges from 100
Table 1

Detailed information of 4 infants

Gestation age (years old)
Gender

Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

26

29

35

33

Boy

Boy

Boy

Boy

Mode of delivery

Natural

Caesarean

Caesarean

Caesarean

Birth weight (kg)

3.45

4

3

3

−

Gestational diabetes

Threatened abortion

−

Consanguinity

Non consanguineous

Non consanguineous

Non consanguineous

Non consanguineous

Family history

−

−

−

Elder sister has
jaundice delay

Antenatal complications

Breast feeding

Mixed feeding

Artificial feeding

Breast feeding

Age at presentation

Mode of feeding

1 month 12 days

2 months 2 days

5 months

4 months 23 days

Clinical features at
presentation

Skin and icteric sclera,
pale yellow stool

Skin and icteric sclera,
yellow-white stool

Only icteric sclera,
white stool, varicose
veins of abdominal wall

Skin and icteric sclera,
yellow-white stool

Age at diagnosis
(Gene diagnosis)

3 months

−

7 months

6 months

1 month 12 days

2 months 10 days

5 months 7days

5 months

6 months

4 months

No improvement

9 months

Age when treatment
commenced (After the
results of blood tandem
mass spectrometry)
Time to normalisation
of liver indices

Infant Citrin Protein Deficiency
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Table 2

Preliminary blood biochemistry results of 4 infants
Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

Reference ranges

Alanine transaminase (ALT U/L)

16.2

17.7

160.5

47.1

0-50

Aspartate transaminase (AST U/L)

75.2

117.9

277

68.7

0-40

Total bilirubin (TB µmol/L)

252.9

145.2

98.8

135.8

0-24

Direct bilirubin (DB µmol/L)

109.3

83.3

49

107.6

<5

Alkaline phosphatase (ALP U/L)

969

645

481

993

<449

Gamma glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT U/L)

239

201

109

191

10-60

290.8

321.8

132.1

599.4

0.5-10

31

29

30

32.2

35-52

Blood ammonia (µmol/L)

61.3

37.3

138.5

82.6

10-47

Blood glucose (mmol/L)

2.8

3.2

3.0

3.9

3.9-6.1

Lactic acid (mmol/L)

3.9

9.6

2.8

2.7

1-1.7

Triglyceride (mmol/L)

1.09

2.78

3.95

0.89

0-2.26

Cholesterol (mmol/L)

5.88

4.8

3.52

4.2

<5.2

Prothrombin time (PT S )

11.5

15.8

18.9

17.4

10-14

Activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT S)

47.5

48.7

43.6

56.9

20-40

Total bile acid (TBA µmol/L)
Albumin (g/L)

Table 3

Blood tandem mass spectrometry and gene diagnosis results

Patient

Time of first diagnosis

Gene mutation region

Gene mutation type

Nucleotides change

Amino acid change

Patient 1

42 days
exon9

exon6
Frameshift

Splice
c.852_855del

c.615+5G>A
p.M285Pf*2

Splicing

Patient 2

2 months and 2 days

−

−

−

−

Patient 3

5 months

Intron16
exon6

Insertion
Splice

g.IVS16ins3kb
c.615+5G>A

Splicing

exon9
exon11

Frameshift
Missense

c.851_854delGTAT
c.G1157G>T

p.Met284fs
p.Gly385Val

Patient 4

4 months and 23 days

Figure 1

Gene sequencing diagram of patient 1.
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significantly. After a few months, the indicators basically
recovered, no obvious abnormality was found in the growth
and development. Patient 3 was not effective in
hospitalisation. One month after hospitalisation, the liver
continued to increase. After review, blood lipids increased
significantly, liver biopsy showed severe fatty liver.

Discussion
The cause of infant cholestasis and clinical features are
complex. Along with the development of genetic and
metabolic diseases examination, genetic testing and liver
biopsy in recent years, the understanding of this kind of
disease increased among medical staff, the detection rate
of Citrin protein deficiency is higher and higher, the
positive rate of NICCD in high risk hereditary metabolic
disease patients in China ranks second only after
methylmalonic aciduria,1 the morbidity in China is 1/79.
It is one of the important reasons of infants with intrahepatic
cholestasis in China with jaundice as the first presentation,2
delayed healing of disease and treatment.3
Because of SLC25A13 gene mutation,4 the disease is
autosomal recessive. It causes Citrin protein insufficiency
in liver mitochondria. Aspartic acid produced in the
mitochondria cannot be transported to the cytoplasm to
participate in the urea cycle so that it produces a series of
biochemical reactions, the pathways of malic acid, citric
acid shuttle, urea cycle, protein synthesis, glycolysis, and
sugar isogenesis are changed leading to liver metabolic
abnormalities and complex biochemical metabolic
disorders. 5 It can cause liver dysfunction, abnormal
coagulation function, abnormal glucose metabolism, and
galactose accumulation, promote fat synthesis, inhibit
ketone body synthesis, and cause the increase of shortchain acylcarnitine and long-chain acyl carnitine.6 The
laboratory examinations have the characteristics of
Table 4

hypoglycemia, hyperlactacidemia, hyperammonemia,
hypoproteinemia, coagulation dysfunction, galactosemia,
hyperlipidemia, etc.7
With the first diagnosis of jaundice, the liver function
of the patient 1 was examined, and his total bilirubin, direct
bilirubin, and bile acid were found to be significantly
higher. After hospitalised, he was given the general antiinfection, jaundice fadeaway, and liver preservation
treatment, his transcutaneous bilirubin jaundice fadeaway,
but the inspections still suggest that direct bilirubin and
bile acid level was high, and albumin and blood-glucose
were low. The result of tandem mass spectrometry showed
Citrin protein deficiency of the infant. After the
supplementation of fat-soluble vitamins and lactose-free
milk symptomatic treatment, the indicators were better than
before. The disease was confirmed after gene diagnose. It
is found that the abnormality of direct bilirubin and bile
acid cannot be seen through simple percutaneous detection
of jaundice, especially for infants with longer jaundice.
The period of blood urine tandem mass spectrometry is
generally 1 week, and the gene examination period, from
one month to one and a half month, is longer. The liver
function and impaired glucose metabolism of NICCD
infants are more severe than the infants with biliary atresia
and other idiopathic cholestasis. 8 The infants with
cholestasis whose albumin and blood-glucose level are
low can be supplemented with fat-soluble vitamins and
lactose-free milk powder before tandem mass spectrometry
and gene diagnose results are reported, which is helpful
for early recovery of the disease.
For patient 3, sclerotic jaundice was the first symptom.
His transcutaneous bilirubin (TCB) and aminotransferase
index of liver function were not increased, but cholestasis
and blood lipid were abnormal. During the follow-up period,
the liver and blood lipids of the infant increased. Liver
biopsy results of light microscope showed hepatocytes
diffused water-like degeneration and balloon-like change,

Review and follow-up results of 4 infants

Patient

TB
(Range value:
0-24 µmol/L)

DB
(Range value:
<5 µmol/L)

ALT
(Range value:
0-50 U/L)

GGT
(Range value:
10-60 U/L)

TBA
(Range value:
0.5-10 µmol/L)

Patient 1

37.6

10.8

35.7

62

16.7

Patient 2

11.7

<5

12.1

47

5.2

Patient 3

85

69.3

297.5

126

174.8

Patient 4

42.6

13.8

56

75

59.4

For the explain of TB, DB, ALT, GGT, TBA, please see Table 2.
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severe and large vesicles mixed fatty degeneration,
cholestasis was found in mild hepatocytes and capillary
bile duct, scattered focal was necrosis, liver sinus was
infiltrated by small amounts of inflammatory cells, portal
area was expanded, fibrous tissue was hyperplasia, fibrous
septa formed, and severe fatty liver was suggested. His gene
diagnoses confirmed Citrin protein deficiency and
suggested that the defects of Citrin protein lead to
cholestasis and fat deposition. The serious patients can have
liver fibrosis and poor prognosis.9 Fat soluble vitamins and
fatty acid malabsorption of the infants can be induced due
to cholestasis. The gastric emptying speed of medium
chain fatty acids (MCT) is faster than long chain fatty acids
(LCT) without bile and steapsin digestion, so it is easier to
absorb and able to provide energy quickly. The infants can
be fed with lactose-free and strengthening MCT treatment
of milk.10 At present, the child is still following up.
But genetic examination also has some limitations.
Although the results of patient 2 were negative, the disease
could still be clinically diagnosed with the results of liver
function and tandem mass spectrometry examinations. After
adjusting diet and symptomatic treatment, liver function
returned to normal after several weeks. The possibility of
finding new mutation sites or deletions by other gene
sequencing methods remains to be further verified.
With the opening of the two - child policy in China, it is
particularly important to examine the family history and
the history of birth in detail. For patient 4, it was found
that the old sister of the infant had a similar disease history
before 1 year old, and she was naturally relieved without
treatment, which provided important clues for our gene
detection. SLC25A13 gene mutation was confirmed later.
Although the screening of newborns diseases has been
carried out in China for many years, it has expanded from
2 diseases to 5 diseases screening in recent years, there are
still a large number of congenital inherited metabolic
diseases that cannot be diagnosed early. The reason may
be that the grassroots medical staffs do not know enough
about this kind of disease, the tandem mass spectrometry
and gene detection period are long and the cost is high,
parents are not highly compliant in grassroots hospitals
which lead to the ratio of missed diagnosis is high.11 The
disease is closely associated with clinical early diagnosis
and diet control, clinical medical staffs should develop
ideas. To infants with cholestasis, etiology, biliary imaging,
and tandem mass spectrometry examinations are required,
if condition permitting, gene diagnose is also suggested,
which are important to early diagnose, improvement of
clinical outcome, the prognosis of children determination
and the next birth of couple who had a NICCD child before.

Through this study, it is found that most of the infants with
this disease can be cured clinically through dietary
adjustment and symptomatic treatment. Most of the people
think the diagnosis of congenital, hereditary and metabolic
diseases cannot be cured, but this study not only provides
a sense of achievement for clinicians but also increases the
confidence of the majority of children's families in
treatment.
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Case Report
A Neonate with Bilateral Buccal Fat Pad Protrusion

JFW LO, AKY SIU, V ABDULLAH

Abstract

This case report presents an interesting case of bilateral buccal swelling in a neonate. A newborn presented
with bilateral buccal swelling, more prominent during crying. Clinical examination revealed smooth
bulging from bilateral buccal mucosa, corresponded to buccal fat pad protrusion. The clinical progress of
this case, buccal fat pad anatomy and bilateral protrusion of buccal fat pads are discussed in this case
report.

Key words

Buccal fat pad; Buccal swelling; Infant

Case Report
A full-term boy, KH, was referred to our paediatric ENT
clinic in July 2017 for bilateral buccal swelling. KH was
born at 41st week, spontaneous vaginal delivery with a birth
weight of 3.685 kg. Examination at birth showed bilateral
buccal mucosal swelling, otherwise normal. There was no
trauma history. Milk feeding was normal and he was
discharged 2 days after birth.
KH was later assessed in our specialist clinic. Clinical
examination showed bilateral buccal area swellings with
smooth overlying mucosa. There was no discoloration nor
the lesions appeared to be vascular. The swellings were
soft on palpation and they were not cystic.
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These findings corresponded to bilateral protrusion of
buccal fat pads into the oral cavity, which is a benign
condition that no intervention was required. Parents were
reassured and observation was allowed.
KH had regular follow-up in our clinic. He maintained a
normal growth with no problem in swallowing. Upon his
latest follow-up at 12-month old, no tooth had erupted
yet; he was on puree diet and was well tolerated. Clinical
examination showed static bilateral buccal swelling with
no significant change in appearance.

Discussion
Buccal fat pad was first described by Heister in 1732, at
that time it was thought to be a gland and was named as
glandula molaris. Bichat later discovered that this structure
consisted of fat. The buccal fat pad is located at the buccal
space, bounded laterally by cheek skin, medially by
buccopharyngeal fascia and buccinator muscle. It is in
closed proximity with the parotid duct, facial artery and
facial vein. The volume of a buccal fat pad is estimated to
be 10 ml, but varies among individuals and from side-toside. The pad develops at 10th week of gestation and is the
one of the most well-developed adipose tissue at birth.
The fat pad persists through adult life and is known to be
resistant to emaciation.1
The function of buccal fat pad has not been fully
understood yet. Most authors believe that the prominence
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of buccal fat pad in infants helps with sucking, enhancing
the capabilities of buccinators to prevent collapse during
suckling.1 It also acts as a gliding pad for masticatory
muscles and a cushion to protect the neurovascular bundle.2
Swelling in buccal area is an unusual presentation in
infant and toddlers. The differential diagnoses are
neoplasms, traumatic herniation and protrusion as in our
case.
Neoplasm, a typical fat-like lesion in infants or toddlers
<3 years old, is lipoblastoma or lipoblastomatosis, which
is a benign tumour due to post-natal continued production
of lipoblasts. Other rarer tumours, such as lipoma,
haemangioendothelioma and malignant lesions are also
on the list.3
Traumatic herniation of buccal fat pad, or traumatic
pseudolipoma, is a relatively well documented condition.

Figure 1

There are more than 10 case reports in the literatures. It is
a direct result of trauma to the buccal mucosa but often
there is a time-lapse between the insult and herniation.2 It
is typically seen in children, <5 years old usually, which
is postulated to be related to weaker buccinator and
masseter muscles and a relatively larger volume of buccal
fat pad.3 It presents as a non-tender, walnut-sized soft
tumour, that classically reducible into the buccal space.
Treatment is excision and prognosis is excellent.
Bilateral protrusion of buccal fat pad, is a rarely reported
condition. We have only found one publication from
Santiago et al4 in 2004. Santiago reported a case of a 2month old Caucasian male presented with bilateral buccal
mucosal swelling, which increased in size during crying.
Conservative management was selected and patient
remained asymptomatic although swelling persisted.
Our case reported has the exact clinical appearance as
Santiago's case. Except that it was noted right at birth. It is
believed that in these cases, the buccal fat pad herniates
through buccinator muscles due to their incomplete
maturation, especially during crying and laughing where
the muscles tense up. Once they stopped crying, the
swellings disappear with relaxation of the muscles. 4
Conservative treatment is appropriate as muscles are
expected to maturate with time and solid diet. Imaging,
such as magnetic resonance imaging, is not necessary in
this clinical context. This is because bilateral tumours at
birth are unlikely and imaging would not be able to provide
a histological diagnosis; should clinical condition and
progress change, imaging has to be considered. Parents
should be advised its clinical progress and avoidance of
any buccal trauma.

Bilateral buccal swelling at 2nd day of life.
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Case Report
Subaponeurotic Fluid Collection of Infancy with Associated
Skull Bone Thinning and Protrusion
ECT SO, KY LIU, KY MAK, KW TSUI

Abstract

Subaponeurotic (Subgaleal) fluid collection of infancy (SFC) is a rare entity characterised by its delayed
presentation with a highly fluctuant non-tender scalp swelling which crosses suture in a stable and
neurologically intact infant. SFC typically resolves with conservative management and rarely recurs. To
our best knowledge, this is the first reported case with associated localised skull bone thinning and
protrusion directly underneath the fluid collection, which lends support to the hypothesis that the fluid
collection may result from self-limiting cerebrospinal fluid leakage from skull micro-fracture or fistula.

Key words

Collection; Protrusion; Scalp; Subaponeurotic; Skull; Thinning

Introduction

Case Report

Infant scalp swelling is a well observed phenomenon
at birth, ranging from caput succedaneum,
cephalohaematoma to life threatening causes such as
subaponeurotic haematoma. Clinical examination in
general is sufficient in differentiate the cause of scalp
swelling. We hereby present a case of delayed scalp
swelling of infancy which cannot be attributed to the
aforementioned diagnosis.

A 31-day old well baby boy was admitted with a 4-day
history of scalp swelling. He was born full term at 37 weeks
and 6 days via vacuum extraction due to fetal distress.
Birth weight was 2.99 kg. Fetal scalp electrode was placed
before delivery. Right parietal caput succedaneum was
noted after birth which spontaneously subsided. However,
baby developed progressive scalp swelling in the same
region at 4 weeks of age. There was no history of head
trauma.
Physical examination noted a large fluctuant, mobile,
compressible, non-tender fluid collection with fluid thrill
at the right parietal region of scalp. The collection was
situated above the skull which crossed both coronal and
sagittal sutures. The overlying skin was non erythematous.
No crepitus was noted on palpation (Figure 1) (Video
image). Baby was otherwise well with normal growth
parameters, vital signs and feeding. No neurological deficit
was identified.
Scalp ultrasound revealed a 1 cm thick anechoic
collection over the right parietal region of the scalp in the
subaponeurotic region. Computed tomography (CT) scan
of the brain showed a hypodense 8 mm thick collection in
the aforementioned region with a radiodensity of +6
Hounsfield unit. Of special note an asymmetrical localised
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focal thinning of skull was also seen underneath the
swelling. The focal calvarial thinning was not associated
with any periosteal reaction. Continuity of the skull on
imaging was preserved (Figure 2). Haemoglobin, platelet
and clotting profile were all within normal range. No
clinical evidence of skeletal dysplasia or dysmorphism
were present.
Baby was managed conservatively with frequent follow
up for monitoring. Aspiration was not performed in our
patient as it offered no diagnostic or therapeutic benefit.
Clinically the swelling remained fluctuant all along but
gradually decreased in size. Repeat ultrasound of the scalp
at 5 weeks after presentation showed a reduced thickness
of 0.5 cm. The swelling completely resolved on follow up
at 12 weeks after initial presentation.

Discussion
Scalp swellings, such as caput succedaneum,
cephalohaematoma and subaponeurotic haemorrhage are
common and well documented in neonates. 1 Caput
succedaneum is usually a result of difficult labour due to
compression of the neonate's skull against the maternal
pelvis. It usually presents at birth with scalp oedema at the
vertex that crosses suture lines. The oedema typically
resolves within days. Cephalohaematoma is caused by
ruptured blood vessels underneath the periosteum. It
typically presents after birth but resolves over the course

Figure 1
Photo of baby with blue thick arrow highlighting
the compressibility of the scalp swelling and the red thin arrow
showing the swelling crossed the coronal suture to the upper
forehead.

Figure 2
CT scan with (a) axial, (b) coronal and (c) sagittal reconstruction of the skull. The subaponeurotic fluid collection (*) is well
appreciated. The associated localised skull thinning and mild protrusion (white arrow) can be seen underneath the swelling. Continuity is preserved
with no periosteal reaction is seen.

So et al

of weeks. The cardinal feature of cephalohaematoma is
its confinement by suture lines. Subaponeurotic
haemorrhage is a medical emergency due to bleeding
between the aponeurosis and periosteum. It presents within
hours of delivery and the neonate may present with
hypovolaemic shock and fluctuant scalp swelling that
crosses suture.
Subaponeurotic fluid collection of infancy on the other
hand is a clinically distinct and rare entity. 2,3 Our
experience suggests that its delayed presentation with a
highly fluctuant non-tender scalp swelling which crosses
suture in a neurologically intact and stable infant are its
cardinal features. The disease was first coined by Hopkins4
in 2002 based on the disease's natural history and
radiological findings from six infants. A recent literature
review by Wang 5 identified a total of 21 infants in 7
literatures published from 2002 to 2014. Based on the
review the swelling presented in infants at the age of 2 to
18 weeks. Complicated delivery as per our case was strongly
associated, with 10 out of 21 infants having a history of
vacuum extraction, 4 out of 21 infants having a history of
forcep delivery and 4 out of 21 infants having a history of
fetal scalp electrode monitoring. The swelling invariably
resolved over weeks to months, with longest documented
duration being 24 weeks.
The exact etiology and pathogenesis remains to be
proven. Hopkins4 initially hypothesised that the swelling
may be due to haemorrhage acquired at birth which
gradually liquified and increased in size due to subsequent
gradual exudation. Schoberer 6 offered an alternative
hypothesis in that the swelling was due to cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) leakage. Aspirates were performed on three
infants and the content all had serosanguineous
appearance. Biochemical analysis of the aspirates showed
presence of β2-transferrin and high concentrations of
β-trace protein, suggestive of CSF content. As major
fractures are not present, Schoberer speculated that the
leakage of CSF may be due to microfractures or selflimiting fistula2 undetectable by neuroimaging. Petraglia's7
case series of three infants suggests a strong association
with fetal scalp electrode monitoring before birth. The
author, aligning with Schoberer's hypothesis, suggests that
the use of fetal scalp monitoring may result in a small
puncture wound leading to gradual leakage and delayed CSF
accumulation on the scalp.
The uniqueness of this case lies on the CT scan finding
of a localised asymmetrical thinning of the skull bone with
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mild protrusion just underneath the swelling, which as per
our best understanding was not previously reported. Close
review by radiologist suggested that skull continuity was
preserved and no periosteal reaction was seen, thus
speaking against a major fracture. Maternal labour
documentation revealed the attachment location for the
suction cup used during vacuum extraction to be near the
location of the skull defect. Documentation of the fetal
scalp electrode insertion location by obstetrician was
neither routine nor feasible due to the tiny size of the
electrode. We speculate, albeit without documented proof,
that the localised skull defect may be induced by birth
trauma during fetal scalp electrode monitoring and/or
vacuum extraction. There remains a possibility that it
represents a congenital skull defect.
In addition, our case lends further support to the
hypotheses suggested by recent authors in that the
swelling was likely CSF. Clinically the high degree of
fluctuance of the swelling was maintained throughout
the gradual resolution of the swelling, thus making the
content more likely to be CSF than liquified blood. The
low radiodensity of the swelling represented by +6
Hounsfield unit in CT scan of the brain is consistent
with fluid density as compared to blood. The location
relationship between the swelling and skull thinning is
likely not coincidental. We speculate that CSF was
leaked via the focal skull defect through a self-limiting
microfracture or a small fistula leading to a delayed
accumulation of swelling. Nevertheless, the swelling
responded with conservative management with time,
consistent with various international experiences.

Conclusion
Subaponeurotic fluid collection of infancy is a rare
entity of infant scalp swelling. Its cardinal features include
the delayed presentation of a highly fluctuant non-tender
scalp swelling which crosses suture in a neurologically
intact and stable infant. Strong association exist between
SFC and complicated delivery procedures such as vacuum
extraction and fetal scalp electrode placement. We
speculate that these procedures prior to birth in our case
may have caused the localised asymmetrical skull bone
thinning and protrusion just underneath the swelling,
therefore leading to a delayed leak of CSF through a
microfracture or small fistula.
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Case Report
Febrile Infection-related Epilepsy Syndrome:
A Local Paediatric Case Report
CY MO, CL YUEN, TH FUNG

Abstract

Febrile infection-related epilepsy syndrome (FIRES) is a very rare disease of unknown pathogenesis.
With no established diagnostic criteria in place, diagnosis is made purely on clinical grounds. These
children typically experience a prolonged course of refractory status epilepticus with poor response to
antiepileptic drugs, hence disease management remains a formidable challenge. Outcomes for these
patients are usually poor, with significant neurodevelopmental morbidity and even mortality. Here we
report a 6-year-old Chinese girl who was diagnosed to have FIRES, treated aggressively and was able to
recover with a relatively good neurological outcome.

Key words

Febrile infection-related epilepsy syndrome; FIRES; Refractory status epilepticus

Case Presentation
Our case is a 6-year-old girl with good past health. She
was admitted to our unit on 5th August 2018, presented
with 2 episodes of focal motor seizures with impaired
awareness prior to admission. The focal seizure started
with jaw clenching and chewing-like movement, followed
by a staring gaze, right upper limb clonic movement and
loss of consciousness. The two episodes lasted for three
and eight minutes respectively, followed by an hour of postictal drowsiness and todd's paralysis of right side. There
was associated fever and coryzal symptoms for 4 days.
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On admission, the girl had full Glasgow coma scale
(GCS) and was oriented to place and person. There was no
focal neurological deficit. However, she subsequently
developed sudden onset of expressive aphasia an hour later.
It was soon followed by her third episode of focal seizure
with impaired awareness - lip smacking, right facial
twitching, staring gaze and desaturation with SpO2 down
to 80%. One dose of intravenous lorazepam was given at 5
minutes and seizure was aborted. However, she did not
regain full consciousness. She was transferred to Paediatric
Intensive Care Unit (PICU) for close monitoring and
further investigation.
Full septic workups were performed. Complete blood
count and c-reactive protein were normal with negative
urine and blood culture. Nasopharyngeal aspirate (NPA)
was adenovirus positive. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
microscopy showed 6 white cells and <2000 red cells/
mm3. CSF glucose was 74% of serum glucose with no
elevated protein. CSF bacterial and fungal culture and viral
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were negative, including
adenovirus PCR. Electrolytes and glucose were normal and
blood astrup showed no acidosis. CT brain and urgent MRI
brain were also normal. Urine toxicology screening was
negative. The girl was empirically covered with cefotaxime,
oseltamivir, acyclovir and azithromycin for possible
central nervous system infection. Her fever settled on day
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6 of admission. Antibiotics were taken off when all the
culture results came back negative.
After admission to PICU, despite the absence of motor
manifestations, the girl never returned to full
consciousness. Differential diagnoses of non-convulsive
status epilepticus (NCSE) or encephalopathy were
suspected. Continuous video electroencephalography
(VEEG) monitoring was set up, which showed a diffusely
2-3Hz polymorphic delta rhythm in the entire background.
In addition, very frequent spikes and spike-and-wave were
seen predominantly over the right centro-temporal regions,
which resembled periodic lateralized epileptiform
discharges (PLEDs) (Figure 1). Diagnosis of herpes
encephalitis was highly suspected. Lumbar puncture was
therefore repeated to look for delayed viral infection
picture. CSF was heavily blood stained with glucose 62%
of serum glucose, bacterial culture and viral PCR were
again negative.
Treatment for both herpes encephalitis and NCSE were
continued simultaneously. The patient was covered with
IV acyclovir until repeated CSF herpes virus PCR turned
negative. Multiple conventional antiepileptic drugs (AEDs)
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were introduced (see Figure 2). Despite there were no
clinical seizures, electrical seizures persisted. The initial
centrotemporal spikes on EEG became generalised with
high amplitude runs of spikes, sharps, spike-and-waves and
polyspikes ictal discharges. The girl was thus electively
intubated on day 5 and put on midazolam infusion, followed
by general anaesthesia (GA) with thiopentone which
achieved a burst suppression state. She was also put on
high dose methylprednisolone for 5 days and intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG) for 4 days to cover for possible
autoimmune encephalitis and epilepsy.
Towards the end of the GA treatment period, while
tailing down thiopentone, multi-focal epileptiform
discharges reappeared. The inter-ictal discharges
progressed to electrical seizures. AEDs were further
stepped up aggressively (see Figure 2). Electrical seizures
finally decreased in frequency and resolved completely
on day 17. The patient regained her full motor response
on day 18 and full consciousness on day 26.
More extensive investigations including autoimmune
markers, serum copper, ceruloplasmin and lead levels,
metabolic screening including urine and plasma amino acid,

Figure 1
EEGs in bipolar montage. Very frequent spike waves, spike-and-slow waves were seen over the right centro-temporal regions
resembling PLEDs (arrows).
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urine organic acid, very long chain fatty acid, dried blood
spot test and porphyrin screening were all normal.
Screening for rare infections including anti-HIV antibody,
VDRL, borrelia burgdorferi and bartonella antibodies were
normal. Serum and CSF anti-NMDA receptor antibodies
were negative. In addition, serum and CSF were sent
overseas for autoimmune encephalitis anti-neuronal
antibodies panel test. Anti-Caspr 2, anti-LGI1, anti-AMPA,
anti-GABA-B and anti-GAD antibodies came back all
negative.
Patient was transferred back to general ward after 22
days of PICU stay. She was started on neurorehabilitation.
Interval EEG showed normal sleep and awake background,
with no epileptiform discharges. A total of three MRI brains

Figure 2

with contrast over two months showed no abnormalities.
The girl was finally discharged with three AEDs (sodium
valproate, lacosamide and clobazam) after 6 weeks of
hospitalisation. Assessment by clinical psychologist
revealed cognitive impairment, with impaired execution
function and increased impulsivity. Nevertheless, she
managed to return school 4 weeks after discharge, slowly
catching up with academic tasks.

Discussion
Febrile infection-related epilepsy syndrome (FIRES),
an epileptic encephalopathy of unknown aetiology, affects

Timeline showing the initiation of AEDs, immunotherapy and GA, their maximum doses and duration of use.
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children who are previously healthy following a febrile
illness.1,2 The prevalence is estimated to be around 1 in
1,000,000 children.3 Exact cause is unknown, but high
levels of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines have
been found in the serum and CSF of children with FIRES,
which suggest the role of immune system in pathogenesis.4
With the lack of biological markers, diagnosis has to be
made on clinical grounds with the following features, after
exclusion of other differential diagnoses:5
1. Status epilepticus or fulminant onset of bilateral focal
or generalised seizures of different types for days or
weeks despite treatment
2. Illness with fever or other clinical evidence suggestive
of infection preceding seizures
3. Absence of previous neurological disease
4. Absence of evidence of infectious encephalitis and
metabolic disorders
5. Absence of abnormal behaviour and movement
disorders
6. Negative neuronal antibody test results
7. Drug resistant focal epilepsy and neuropsychological
impairments immediately following the phase of high
seizure frequency in nearly all patients
8. Age of onset is in childhood with a peak onset in school
age
In our patient, extensive investigations were performed
to exclude infectious, metabolic, autoimmune, genetics
and toxic causes. NPA was found adenovirus positive.
However, there were no detectable infectious pathogens
or biochemical markers in the CSF suggestive of
infections, and brain imaging did not reveal any evidence
of encephalitis. Hence, adenovirus infection itself could
not be attributed to be the cause of her super-refractory
status epilepticus. On the other hand, she did not have any
abnormal behaviours, movements, or autonomic
dysfunction. Her neuronal antibodies were negative and
repeated brain imaging were normal. This made her unlikely
to suffer from autoimmune encephalitis. Overall, her
clinical picture fitted into the diagnosis of FIRES.
Treatment remains a significant challenge in FIRES.
With its sporadic occurrence, best therapeutic options are
unclear still. From available case series, there is no single
superior AED, and seizures in FIRES typically do not
respond to high doses of conventional AEDs. GABAergic
therapy at high doses and early introduction of ketogenic
diet have been proposed as more promising therapies.3,5
Anakinra, a recombinant human interleukin-1 receptor
antagonist, was also reported to be effective in these
patients. 6 Prognosis is frequently poor. Up to 87% of

patients exhibit residual and/or refractory epilepsy. 10%
of cases result in death during the acute phase and 66% to
100% of survivors suffer from intellectual disability.3,7,8

Conclusion
Traditionally, monotherapy of AED with gradual dose
increments is recommended in treatment of newly
diagnosed epilepsy. However, with super-refractory status
epilepticus like FIRES, we advocate proactive treatment,
with rapid escalation of AEDs doses, use of combination
of alternative AEDs and early initiation of unconventional
treatment such as GA, lignocaine and ketogenic diet. It is
also important to achieve not just clinical but EEG control
of seizures. More multi-centre researches need to be
carried out to study the pathogenesis of FIRES, and to
derive a standardised treatment regime to improve the
prognosis of these children.
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Case Report
Alternating Hemiplegia of Childhood:
From Diagnosis to Treatment
J POON, CK CHOW, LY HUNG, T TSUI

Abstract

An 11-month-old girl presented to us with recurrent episodes of hemiplegia affecting either side of the
body, which were associated with febrile illnesses. Extensive workup in efforts to rule out other causes
including vascular, metabolic or neuromuscular causes were unremarkable. Clinical diagnosis of
alternating hemiplegia of childhood (AHC) was made and was later confirmed with genetic analysis.
This report aims to enlighten clinicians on the complex presentation of AHC and to highlight that
epileptic seizure, although a different disease entity, may be common in the presentation of AHC.

Key words
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Case Report
Our case was born full term with uneventful antenatal
and postnatal course. Her family history was unremarkable
and her parents were non-consanguineous. She enjoyed
good past health except known beta thalassemia trait.
She was initially known to us for onset of seizures at
three months of age, presenting with loss of consciousness,
staring eyes, increased four limb tone with no tonic-clonic
convulsion. Seizure episodes lasted for a few minutes each
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with postictal drowsiness. She was started on
phenobarbitone for seizure control and had one episode of
breakthrough seizure at seven months of age.
Physical examination showed no dysmorphism or
neurocutaneous stigmata. Her neurological exam was
normal and development appropriate to her age at
presentation. Wood's lamp showed no fluorescent skin
lesions. Neuroimaging upon initial seizure presentation
showed no abnormality. Electroencephalogram done at
five months old was normal.
At nine months of age, she was admitted for two days of
right-sided weakness associated with febrile illness. Her
parents subsequently volunteered six months' history of
alternating unilateral weakness lasting around two to three
day and occurring once every one to two months. Muscle
weakness was most prominent with fine motor movement,
with gross motor function relatively spared. There was also
associated involuntary eye deviation to the hemiplegic
side but no alteration in sensorium or consciousness.
In view of the newly reported hemiplegic symptoms,
evaluation to exclude other structural, vascular and
metabolic disorders was performed. Magnetic resonance
imaging of the brain with angiography was done to rule
out structural lesions with no abnormality detected.
Metabolic workup (including plasma lactate and
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ammonia; urine organic acids; plasma amino acids; serum
free carnitine, acylcarnitine, transferrin isoforms,
biotinidase and very long chain fatty acids) was
unremarkable. Clinical diagnosis of alternating hemiplegia
with recurrent episode of unilateral weakness was made.
Genetic analysis for ATP1A3 was performed by polymerase
chain reaction followed by Sanger sequencing of genomic
DNA extracted from EDTA blood samples of the proband
and her parents, and confirmed a de novo heterozygous
missense variant NM_152296.4(ATP1A3):c.2401G>A,
p.(Asp801Asn) in the proband, which was a known
pathogenic variant.1 (Figure 1) The diagnosis of alternating
hemiplegia of childhood (AHC) was confirmed and the
patient was subsequently started on a trial of flunarizine at
2.5 mg daily dosing.
At 11 months of age, she was noted to have delayed
development by about three months over the gross motor
aspect. She was unable to pull to stand and had decreased
ability to sit unsupported. She was referred for formal
development assessment and training. Since then, her
developmental milestone had shown gradual improvement
especially over the gross motor aspect with no regression
noted all along.
There were nine further episodes of hemiplegic attacks
after presentation. Some of the episodes were associated
with febrile illness and all had similar semiology of
unilateral weakness with eye deviation to affected side,
resolving spontaneously after two days. However, the
attacks were reported to be milder in severity and duration.
Flunarizine was stepped up to 5 mg daily to optimise
control of the attacks.
In addition, there was an episode of breakthrough
seizure at 17 months of age with increased tone over four
limbs and starring gaze lasting a few minutes, features were

(A)

different to those seen in her hemiplegic attacks.
Phenobarbitone was gradually weaned off while
anticonvulsant was being switched to sodium valproate at
13 months old. Later topiramate was added on for control
of seizure and recurrent hemiplegic attack. Since the
addition of topiramate there was no recurrence of
hemiplegic episodes or breakthrough seizures. Her
developmental milestone had caught up and was
appropriate to age. The current management plan was to
continue with flunarizine at 5 mg daily and step up
topiramate as additional prophylaxis, while tailing off
valproate gradually.

Discussion
AHC is a rare early-onset neurological disorder with
estimated incidence of 1 in 1,000,000 births.2 The major
pathognomonic features include paroxysmal attacks of
hemiplegia or hemidystonia affecting either side of body,
or generalised fluctuating dystonia, quadriplegia or
quadriparesis with onset within six months of age. Other
accompanying non-paroxysmal features may range from
global developmental delay, variable intellectual
disability, pyramidal tract signs, and epilepsy. Some
patients may have atypical presentation including
predominantly dystonic rather than hemiplegic
paroxysmal episodes.3 This disease was first characterised
as a distinct syndrome in 1971, but the causative gene
ATP1A3 was identified only in 2012.3,4
ATP1A3 encodes for the alpha-3 isoform of the catalytic
subunit of the Na+/K+-ATPase transmembrane ion pump.
This isoform is exclusively expressed in neurons and is
crucial in maintaining the neuronal excitability. 1

(B)

Figure 1
Electropherogram of (A) heterozygous pathogenic ATP1A3 variant, c.2401 G>A p.(Asp801Asn), detected in the proband and
(B) wildtype sequence detected in the parents. The affected nucleotide is marked by an arrow.
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Pathogenic variants in ATP1A3 may account for up to 74%
of patients with sporadic, typical AHC.4 To date, at least 34
unique variants in ATP1A3 clustering near the
transmembrane domains have been identified, including
two recurrent variants p.Asp801Asn and p.Glu815Lys.
Functional studies showed the p.Asp801Asn variant, which
was found in the proband, had decreased binding to
potassium ions and reduced ATPase catalytic activity.5 The
variant was found to be associated with a milder phenotypic
expression.6
Apart from AHC, the spectrum of ATP1A3-related
disorders encompasses two other clinical phenotypes:
rapid-onset dystonia-parkinsonism (RDP) and cerebellar
ataxia, areflexia, pes cavus, optic atrophy, and
sensorineural hearing loss (CAPOS). Presence of atypical
phenotypes and the findings of different phenotypes among
patients carrying the same pathogenic variant suggest that
the three phenotypes may represent a continuum of
neurological disorder. 7 Before the discovery of the
causative gene in 2012, the diagnosis of AHC was based
on expert-consensus clinical criteria (Table 1).8 A new
diagnostic approach that advocates referral for ATP1A3
molecular analysis based on neurologic symptoms or signs
broadly supporting an association with ATP1A3-related
disease instead of specific syndromes has been proposed
at the 2014 International Task Force meeting on ATP1A3related disorders.9 With this case-finding approach, there
may be expansion of the phenotypic spectrum and
improved understanding of the pathophysiology behind
these disorders.
Due to the disease's complexity and variability in
phenotypes, its diagnosis and subsequent
multidisciplinary management is often difficult and
delayed.2 Most children with AHC will have some degree
of long term disability and other medical problems, with
majority of them having developmental delay and 50% of
them having epilepsy.3 The prognosis of patients with AHC

Table 1

are often poor due to associated developmental delay
and stepwise deterioration after severe attacks.
The mainstay of treatment is by prophylactic medication
and acute management of hemiplegic attacks. Lifestyle
measures such as avoidance of precipitating factors
including psychological stress, fatigue and early induction
of sleep is recommended as part of the management
strategy. Early recognition of febrile illnesses and
vaccinations are also recommended to patients with AHC.
There is no curative treatment but various medications
including steroids, coenzyme Q10, acetazolamide have
been recommended. However, current evidence for the
above medications is inconclusive with their clinical
efficacy evaluated mostly in case reports or case series. A
case report in our locality achieved remission while being
treated with corticosteroids, possibly through direct
induction of the Na+/K+-ATPase activity.10 Topiramate, an
anticonvulsant, may improve the frequency and severity
of non-epileptic paroxysmal symptoms and seizure-like
episodes.11,12 However, patients treated with topiramate are
at risk of anhidrosis and hyperthermia, thus care-takers
should be educated to monitor these side effects and avoid
overheating. Increasing evidence has shown flunarizine, a
calcium channel blocker to be effective in reducing the
frequency and severity of the hemiplegic attacks.3,13,14 The
efficacy of flunarizine is based on its use in hundreds of
patients, albeit in open-label experience, whereas reports
for the other agents were either single case reports or case
series of a small number of patients.15 As in our case, the
combination of the above drugs including flunarizine and
topiramate had led to improved outcome in terms of the
hemiplegic attack and seizure control.
In summary, ATP1A3 is the major pathogenic gene
of AHC patients and is associated with multiple
neurological phenotypes. Lower threshold for genetic
analysis of the ATP1A3 gene is recommended, once
clinical symptoms fulfil the diagnostic criteria and also

Aicardi criteria for the diagnosis of alternating hemiplegia of childhood

Diagnostic criteria for alternating hemiplegia of childhood
1. Symptoms onset before age 18 months
2. Repeated episodes of hemiplegia, alternating between two sides of the body
3. Quadriplegia that occurs as an isolated incident or as part of a hemiplegic attack
4. Relief from symptoms upon sleeping, which may later recur after waking up from sleep
5. Additional paroxysmal attacks such as dystonia, tonic episodes, abnormal eye movements, or autonomic dysfunction
6. Evidence of developmental delay or neurological abnormalities such as choreoathetosis, ataxia, or cognitive disability
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for those with atypical presentation. Correct and timely
diagnosis can help to avoid delayed management and
unnecessary treatments while more evidence is needed in
evaluating the effectiveness of different treatment
modalities.

6.

7.
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Contemporary Practice in Paediatrics
Combating the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Pandemic
in the Hong Kong Hospital Authority Paediatric
Infectious Disease Centre
PQ MAK, GT CHUA, JS ROSA DUQUE, JSC WONG, ICS LAM, KKY LAU,
PSP KONG, CC SHEK, J KWOK, KKW TO, CB CHOW, YL LAU, P IP, MYW KWAN

Abstract

Since the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak in late December 2019, and escalation of the
public hospital infectious disease outbreak response level to the highest "emergency" level three days
after two COVID-19 cases were diagnosed on 22 January 2020, all public hospitals implemented a
series of isolation policies, rescheduled clinical services and mobilised resources to support frontline
clinical staff. This article reviewed these multi-level policies adopted in the Department of Paediatrics
and Adolescent Medicine, Princess Margaret Hospital, which have ensured that the healthcare system
was not overwhelmed and frontline staff was not over-stressed and infected.
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Introduction
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
has infected and killed millions of globally.1 Hong Kong
has been implementing a series of measures from the
Government to individual hospital departments to prepare
for the COVID-19 pandemic,2 based on experiences from
previous epidemics, including the Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic in 2003, H1N1
Influenza in 2009, Ebola Disease in 2014,3 and Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). The Princess Margaret
Hospital (PMH) is the first government-funded infectious
disease centre (IDC) in Hong Kong and has been playing
an indispensable role in the management of previous
infectious disease outbreaks.4 This article summarised the
experience implemented by the Hong Kong Hospital
Authority and PMH in ensuring the safety of healthcare
workers while fighting against the COVID-19 pandemic.

Government Preparedness and Hospital
Authority Response Levels
The Chief Executive of Hong Kong launched the
Preparedness and Response Plan for Novel Infectious
Disease of Public Health Significance on 4 January 2020,
and escalated the three-tier public hospital response level
for infectious disease outbreak from "alert" to "serious".5
However, there was a rapid increase in the number of
suspected cases fulfilling the reporting criteria of "Severe
Respiratory Disease associated with a Novel Infectious
Agent" under the Prevention and Control of Disease
Ordinance (Cap. 599). Eventually, the first two COVID-19
imported cases were diagnosed on 22 January 2020, and
the response level was further escalated to the highest
"emergency" level on 25 January 2020.6-8A series of public
health measures was subsequently enforced by the Hong
Kong Government, including travel bans, closure of schools
and recreational facilities, mandatory quarantine and
testing of returning travellers, contact tracing, and
enhanced laboratory surveillance of SARS-CoV-2.9,10 Strict
infection control measures were implemented in all public
hospitals, which include limiting patient visits, volunteer
services and clinical attachments; requiring staff and
patients to wear surgical masks in all hospital areas;
temperature checking at hospital entrances; and reinforcing
hand hygiene. 11 Non-emergency services, elective
surgeries, routine appointments and investigations
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including endoscopy and radiological scans, were
rescheduled. In addition, stockpiling and regular auditing
of personal protective equipment (PPE) supply has
become an important policy to ensure the safety of the
frontline staff. Accommodation allowance was provided
to healthcare workers who opted to stay away from their
families while working in high-risk areas. These measures
promoted social distancing, whilst mobilising healthcare
workers and resources, especially PPE, to combat the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Departmental Diversions
At the beginning of the first wave in late January 2020,
the Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine in
PMH mobilised manpower and resources to the IDC by
reallocating medical staff from other clinical areas to the
Paediatric Infectious Disease (PID) Team. Selective
paediatric outpatient clinics and services were temporarily
suspended, such as elective appointments for
echocardiogram, lung function study and dynamic
endocrine function tests. One of the general paediatric
wards in PMH was converted into a surveillance ward for
the screening and management of children with fever or
respiratory illnesses but not fulfilling the admission criteria
for single room airborne isolation. As emerging clinical
evidence has demonstrated that a significant proportion
of paediatric patients was asymptomatic,12,13 children with
epidemiological links requiring isolation were thereafter
admitted to the PID ward in PMH for testing of SARSCoV-2, as obtaining respiratory specimen is potentially
aerosol-generating. The surveillance ward and another
paediatric ward were temporarily closed to facilitate the
redistribution of nurses to take care of children with
COVID-19.
Towards the peak of the outbreak, a designated team of
doctors was established within the department in April 2020
to ensure a focused care for the rapidly growing number of
paediatric COVID-19 patients. Apart from increasing the
number of medical staff joining the PID Team, doctors
responsible for the management of COVID-19 patients were
excused from other elective clinical duties to reduce their
workload so that they could have adequate rest, prevent
cross-infection to other patients, and have sufficient time
for hygiene measures such as proper donning of PPE. As
the majority of COVID-19 patients recovered and
discharged in late April 2020, routine clinical duties and
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services were gradually resumed in line with the Hospital
Authority and Government's plans for phased resumption
of public services.
Online departmental meetings have substituted the
conventional face-to-face format to maintain social
distancing. An instant messaging group was created for
rapid communication and information sharing amongst the
doctors within the department. There were daily updates
on the number of COVID-19 patients in the IDC, names of
buildings with confirmed cases of COVID-19, 14 and
medical literature published on COVID-19 to facilitate
academic discussion between different paediatric
subspecialties. These combined effort has led to the
success of zero COVID-19 − related mortality and
morbidity among our hospital personnel since the pandemic
began.15

Teaching, Training and Research
The appropriate use of PPE has been proven to be
effective in protecting healthcare workers with high-risk
exposures to COVID-19 patients. 16 PPE training was
arranged for all healthcare workers since the early phase of
the outbreak. Fit testing of new N95 respirator models
was for prioritised for staff working in high-risk areas.
Paediatric and neonatal resuscitation drills and simulations
were supported with online resources and hands-on
simulation training. Open suctioning and the use of aerosolgenerating devices for non-invasive ventilation were
discouraged. Specific equipment, including viral filters and
video laryngoscopes, were made available. Preparations
were made to cater pregnant women who were suspected
or confirmed with COVID-19 infection to deliver safely in
a negative pressure delivery suite in the IDC. A simulated
run-through of attending neonatal standby and
resuscitation in the negative pressure delivery suite was
created, along with the introduction of specific equipment,
including laryngeal mask airway and scavenger system
for bag-valve-mask, and micro-cuffed endotracheal tubes.
Ad-hoc training was provided for staff to practice the steps
of resuscitation and intubation. These measures were
regularly reviewed to ensure that they reached international
standards.17-19
The PMH IDC also provided timely updates to the local
and regional medical community. Online lectures related
to paediatric COVID-19 infection have been conducted
through the Hong Kong College of Paediatricians, the
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Hong Kong Paediatric Society, the Hong Kong Society
for Paediatric Immunology Allergy and Infectious Diseases
and the Asian Society for Paediatric Infectious Diseases.
The PMH IDC has also played a significant role in the
coordination of COVID-19-related paediatric research,
both locally and internationally. A comprehensive literature
search of the PubMed and Google Scholar databases using
"children", "paediatrics", "COVID-19" and "Hong Kong"
as keywords at the time of writing revealed that the PMH
ID team has significantly contributed all local COVID-19
paediatric clinical studies. The PMH ID team reported one
of the first case series of anosmia and ageusia as a common
presentation of COVID-19 infection in children and
adolescents.20 We collaborated with other paediatric units
and the University of Hong Kong to centralise our clinical
data collection system and biological specimen collection
for analysis. We reported three children with Kawasaki
Disease but proven to have false-positive SARS-CoV-2
serology, emphasizing the importance of the use of microneutralisation assay to confirm their serological status,21
and we also reported that saliva viral load better correlates
with clinical and immunological profiles than NPS viral
load in children.22 We provided nasopharyngeal and saliva
samples to help with the development of novel SARS-CoV2 detection techniques.23 We collaborated with the Wuhan
Children Hospital and South Korea and compared the
clinical and laboratory profiles between SARS paediatric
patients in 2003 and COVID-19 paediatric patients in South
Korea, Wuhan and Hong Kong for a better understanding
of the clinical characteristics of COVID-19 infection.12,24-26
We reported four children with COVID-19 who had
weeks of prolonged viral shedding in stool despite mild
symptoms.27 We also investigated the psychosocial impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic to children and families in
Hong Kong, particularly to those with special education
needs.28 The PMH IDC has also managed the first patient
with paediatric multisystem inflammatory syndrome
temporarily associated with SARS-CoV-2 (PIMS-TS),
which was successful managed with intravenous
immunoglobulin. An in-depth analysis of his
immunological profile was performed with the
collaboration of different experts to help us better
understand the disease. Hong Kong has also contributed
data to the registry which is part of the Best Available
Treatment Study for the Paediatric Inflammatory
Multisystem Syndrome temporally associated with SARSCoV-2 (BATS), and participated in multinational research
projects studying type 1 interferonopathies in patients with
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severe COVID-19 phenotypes.29,30 Finally, we have also
been communicating closely with other Asian and European
countries, including the Republic of Korea, the United
Kingdom and Spain, in clinical experience sharing and
research collaboration.

Interim Guidelines
The second wave of the COVID-19 local outbreak began
in March 2020 as a wave of overseas students returned to
Hong Kong, contributing to the rapid increase of paediatric
COVID-19 patients.31 In anticipation of this, the PMH IDC
played a pivotal role in the coordination of the clinical
management of paediatrics COVID-19 patients among all
admitting Hospital Authority (HA) hospitals. The Interim
Recommendation on Clinical Management of Paediatric
Patients of Coronavirus Disease 2019 Infection was
prepared by the Hong Kong Hospital Authority Central
Committee on Infectious Diseases and Emergency
Response (CCIDER), taking reference from the adult,
national and World Health Organization (WHO) interim
guidelines. 32-34 To educate the public on reducing
community transmission, the "Prevention of Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID-19), Recommendations for
Parents" was jointly prepared by the Hong Kong College
of Paediatricians and Hong Kong Society of Paediatric
Immunology Allergy and Infectious Diseases, made available
in English, Chinese, and Tagalog.35

related to their family members' conditions and conveying
the messages to their relatives outside the hospital. Play
packs for different age groups were delivered to children
under isolation, and hospital play specialists arranged
online play sessions with these children according to their
developmental needs.37 The medical team also provide
daily telephone updates to the parents about their children's
progress.

Conclusion
Policies and measures implemented at the Government,
hospital, and departmental levels were all crucial in
preparing for the COVID-19 pandemic. All COVID-19
patients in Hong Kong were admitted to the public
hospitals for isolation and management until their recovery
and clearance of the virus. The early efforts in flattening
the curve were evidenced by 21 days without local cases
reported in Hong Kong from 14 June to 4 July 2020.
However, since the reopening of businesses and schools
and relaxation of social distancing measures, the third and
fourth wave of outbreak emerged since 5 July 2020 and 3
December 2020. The upcoming challenge now is how we
may control and prevent further community transmission
while schools and businesses reopen again.
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Accommodating for All
The PMH IDC has also received and accommodated
several family clusters with up to three generations of
family members infected with COVID-19 nursed in the same
isolation room. Experience from SARS has taught us that
extreme infection control procedures have a negative
emotional impact on the children and their parents.
Healthcare workers witnessing the separation of young
children with their parents could also bear significant
distress.36 The PMH paediatrics and adult medical teams
worked together and adopted a family-centred care
approach to alleviating the harsh reality of isolation.
Parents were allowed to nurse their young children, while
adolescent patients helped to take care of their parents and
grandparents. These young adults also helped to
communicate with the medical team to receive updates
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Clinical Quiz
What is the Diagnosis?
SWY TO, GWK POON

Case
Ethan is a 2-year-old boy, born full term with good past health. He presented to a private dermatologist with skin lesions
over wrists, heels and legs (Figure 1).

Figure 1
The clinical quiz was prepared by:
SWY TO
Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Princess
Margaret Hospital, Hong Kong
GWK POON
Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, University
of Hong Kong, Queen Mary Hospital, Hong Kong

Answer to "Clinical Quiz" on Pages 119-120
N.B. The Editors invite contributions of illustrative clinical cases
or materials to this section of the journal.
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MCQs
Instruction:
1. Please use pencil to shade the box for the best and correct answer (only one answer for each question).
2. Send back the answer sheet (see loose leaf page) to the Hong Kong College of Paediatricians. One point will be awarded
to each article if 3 of the 5 answers are correct. The total score of the 4 articles will be 4 CME points.

(A) Genetic Analysis of Wilson Disease in South
China: Hotspots and One Novel Mutation in
ATP7B

(B) Comprehensive Mutation Analysis of the
RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK Pathway in Paediatric
Leukaemia and Significant Inferences

1. The mutations in ATP7B would commonly cause harms
to the organs except?
a. Brain
b. Liver
c. Bone
d. Cornea
e. Kidney

1. In which percentage of all cancers types is the RAS
pathway mutated?
a. 15%
b. 45%
c. 30%
d. 10%
e. 5%

2. Are the mutations or polymorphisms on ATP7B clustered
or dispersed?
a. Dispersed
b. Clustered within hotspot exons
c. The same with that of the Europeans'
d. Not certain
e. Not clustered in European

2. In which of the following options are the most mutated
RAS codons given correctly?
a. Codons 12,13
b. Codons 25, 23
c. Codons 13
d. Codons 12,65
e. Codons 12,13,61

3. What's the major chemical marker for diagnosing Wilson
disease in clinical trial now?
a. The serum concentration of Copper
b. Alanine Transaminase
c. Aspartate Transaminase
d. Ceruloplasmin
e. None

3. ERK1/2 is involved in vital events for cell physiology
such as?
a. cell proliferation, differentiation, transcriptional
regulation, and cellular development
b. signal transduction
c. programmed cell death and cell differentiation
d. histone acetylation
e. haemostasis

4. Which of the following is not the symptom of Wilson
disease?
a. Liver cirrhosis
b. Cornea ring
c. Dyskinesia
d. Cognition problem
e. Shortness of breath
5. Which of the following about Wilson disease is false?
a. It's an autosomal recessive inherited disorder
b. Directly caused by accumulation of CU
c. Could be diagnosed only based on specific symptom
d. Earlier diagnose is much more meaningful
e. Genetic analysis is indispensable for diagnosis

4. MEK1 and MEK2 are dual-specificity kinases that
activate ERK1 and ERK2 by phosphorylating them at
conserved?
a. arginine and tyrosine residues
b. threonine and tyrosine residues
c. cysteine residue
d. two tryptophan residues
e. arginine and threonine residues
5. In which cancer types are ERK mutations most common?
a. brain cancer
b. bladder and stomach cancers
c. leukaemia and lymphoma
d. cervix, endometrium, and skin cancers
e. lung and skin cancers
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(C) Analysis of Hearing Loss-Associated Gene
Mutations Using MALDI-TOF Mass Spectrometry
in Neonates from Shaoxing, China

(D) Clinic Analysis on 4 Infantile Citrin Deficiency
Cases

1. What is the cause of deafness?
a. Genetic factors
b. Drug-induced
c. Environmental factors
d. Trauma and noise
e. All of the above

1. What biochemical abnormalities can be caused by citrin
protein deficiency?
a. Abnormal liver function
b. Hyperlactacidemia
c. Hyperammonemia
d. Hypoglycemia
e. All of the above

2. The newborn hearing screening technology used in
China mainly include?
a. DPOAE
b. AABR
c. Acoustic immittance
d. Pure tone audiometry
e. A and B

2. What is the best diet for neonatal intrahepatic cholestasis
(NICCD) patients?
a. Lactose-free and MCT-enriched diet
b. Carbohydrate rich diet
c. High protein diet
d. High fat diet
e. Low fat diet

3. Four common deafness- susceptibility genes in Chinese
population?
a. 12S rRNA
b. GJB2
c. GJB3
d. SLC26A4
e. All of the above

3. What vitamins do NICCD patients need to supplement?
a. Vitamin A
b. Vitamin D
c. Vitamin E
d. Vitamin K
e. All of the above

4. What technology is used for detecting hearing lossassociated genes in this paper?
a. PCR-RFLP
b. HRM
c. NGS
d. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry
e. Sanger sequencing
5. What is the sensitivity and specificity of MALDI-TOFMS for analysing twenty hotspot hearing-associated
mutations of four common hearing loss-susceptibility
genes?
a. 50%
b. 75%
c. >99.9%
d. 90%
e. 50%

4. Which amino acid transport disorder is affected by
insufficient function of citrin protein?
a. Citrulline
b. Aspartic acid
c. Tyrosine
d. Phenylalanine
e. Leucine
5. Which amino acids are elevated in citrin protein
deficiency patients?
a. Citrulline
b. Methionine
c. Threonine
d. Arginine
e. All of the above

Answers of January issue 2021
(A)

1. a; 2. e; 3. e; 4. e; 5. c

(C)

1. c; 2. b; 3. b; 4. e; 5. e

(B)

1. d; 2. c; 3. d; 4. c; 5. e

(D)

1. a; 2. e; 3. e; 4. a; 5. b
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CLINICAL QUIZ (p116) ANSWER
What is the diagnosis?
The clinical photos show xanthoma over wrists, heels and back of knees and thighs. Blood test showed markedly
raised cholesterol with sky high LDL-C. Complete blood count, liver and renal function, CK, lipase, HbA1c and
thyroid function were normal. Vitamin D profile, clotting function were also normal. There was no family history of
sudden cardiac death, early onset atherosclerotic disease, or early onset ischaemic stroke. Parents are nonconsanguineous. Father had history of hyperlipidemia on health screen, which normalised later with dietary
modification. His elder brother 5 years old is healthy. Ethan had no intake of over-the-counter drugs and his dietary
history was unremarkable. Phytosterol profile as described below showed markedly elevated beta-sitosterol,
cholestanol, campesterol and stigmasterol. Genetic workup was done and revealed compound heterozygous mutation
c.1166G>A and c.1336C>T of ABCG5. The diagnosis of sitosterolemia 2 (or phytosterolemia) is confirmed in this
patient.
Table 1
Lipid profile and phytosterol profile of patient on diagnosis and after starting dietary restriction of plant sterols and
cholestyramine
12/5/2020

20/5/2020

10/6/2020

15/7/2020

Total cholesterol (N: <5.2 mmol/L)

>15

11.7

3.1

3.7

Triglyceride (N: <1.7 mmol/L)

1.2

1.1

0.7

0.4

HDL-C (N: > 1 mmol/L)

1

0.9

1.5

1.3

LDL-C (N: <4.1 mmol/L)

16.2

10.4

1.3

2.2

ApoA1 (1.1-1.8 g/L)

1.14

/

/

/

ApoB (0.49-1.15 g/L)

4.13

/

/

/

Lp(a) (N: <300 mg/L)

148

/

/

/

Cholestanol (N: <13 umol/L)

351

/

/

22.8

Campesterol (N: <17.5 umol/L)

295

/

/

77.7

Stigmasterol (N: <3.5 umol/L)

22.2

/

/

3.7

Beta-sitosterol (N: 12 umol/L)

498

/

/
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What is phytosterolemia?
Phytosterolemia is an autosomal recessively inherited lipid disorder due to increased plant sterols absorption.
Biallelic mutations in either ABCG5 or ABCG8 accounts for 42% and 58% of pathogenic variants respectively.1
They encode for sterol efflux transporters and mutation would lead to increased intestinal absorption and decreased
biliary excretion of sterols. Clinical presentation can range from asymptomatic to severe hypercholesterolemia with
extensive xanthomas, accelerated atherosclerosis and premature cardiac death. Atypical presentation includes abnormal
haematological finding such as haemolytic anaemia with stomatocytosis or macrothrombocytopenia, arthritis,
splenomegaly and idiopathic liver disease.2

Clinical Quiz Answer
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What is the management?
Patients with phytosterolemia are advised to restrict dietary intake of food rich in plant sterols for example
vegetable oils, margarine, nuts, seeds and avocados.3 Dietary advice is important as it contradicts with usual
recommendations for hypercholesterolemia, where plant sterols can lower cholesterol absorption by competitive
transport pathways. Patients with phytosterolemia typically show excellent response to dietary plant sterols restriction
alone and bile acid sequestrants. Sterol absorption inhibitor, Ezetimibe can also be used to control hyperlipidemia.
Early recognition of xanthomas and timely diagnosis is essential since delayed diagnosis may lead to poorer prognosis
with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. Xanthomas typically resolve after a period of treatment. Family carrier
screening should be carried out for at-risk family members.
Ethan was started on cholestyramine after preliminary blood tests. Dietitian was consulted and he was advised on
low plant sterols diet. He was also supplemented with polyvisol, folic acid, vitamin K1 and ferrum hausmann.
Complication screening including ultrasound of abdomen showed no fatty liver, Ultrasound doppler carotid arteries
showed no evidence of significant carotid artery stenosis. Ethan was tolerating cholestyramine well with no diarrhoea.
He had good response to dietary modification and cholestyramine with normalisation of lipid profile after 4 weeks
of treatment. His elder brother was arranged family screening and showed mild elevation of LDL (4.3 mmol/L) with
increase in phytosterols as well.
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